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Area man popularizes street bike freestyle

The sports arena continues to
expand by offering variations to
already popularized sports.
One expansive genre is racing—
a current modern twist to
motocross is street bike freestyle.
This unique style focuses on
risky stunts performed by a growing number of experienced riders.
Twenty-five-year-old Andy
Niles of Columbus, Ohio has possessed a competitive edge since he
first got on a bike at the age of 10.
“Street bike stunt riding started
out just being something I did as a
hobby, and now it has grown to
almost like an obsession,” said
Niles.
With support of his parents,
Niles began racing motocross
when he was 12 years old. Niles
said, “most kids played baseball, I
raced bikes. I loved it, so no complaints here.”
In 2002, at the age of 19, Niles
began riding street bikes for over a
year and he felt a need to compete,
so he practiced in a parking lot
with one of his buddy’s four to
five days a week.
Gaining mass amounts of experience, Niles told us he is now

considered to be “an O.G. in the
growing sport” of street bike freestyle.
Some stunts Niles has
achieved include: circle wheelies
and combos, figure eight
wheelies, stoppies at 450 feet,
coasters around 2,000 feet, seat
stander coasters, podium coasters,
stoppie 180, switch backs, curb
hopping, stalls to tank, tank
wheelie circles, and numerous
more.
Along with this list of accomplishments, Niles performs with a
group of five others on bike
nights and bike rallies.
Last summer the group had
iron pony bike nights on Fridays
and Columbus motosports bike
nights every Saturday.
In the past they have also been
part of monster truck shows and
drag races.
Niles hopes street bike freestyle will soon achieve its deserved recognition.
“I’d like to see this sport go
mainstream and one day see it in
the X Games,” said Niles.
Between all this, Niles works
as a carpenter, spends time with

parents and friends, snowboards,
goes dirt bike riding occasionally,
and he’s always down for partying.
Niles takes his tricks and competes all over the United States.
This year Niles will be traveling to
Europe to compete in the world
stunt bike championships.
Niles said, “my goal is to stay
healthy and one day be a world
champion.”
— Written By Neil Shumate
— Photos Courtesy Heidi Beeres
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St. Patty’s at the Pavilion
A sea of green erupted at the
proclaiming it as an “almost
Lifestyles Communities Pavilion
home” show!
as leprechauns of all ages and levThe band gave their all from
els of sobriety were present for the
start to finish. Starting off with
sold out show featuring Relient K,
their most known song, “Who I
Mae, and Sherwood.
Am Hates Who I’ve Been,” the
Thanks to a box office blunder
band also took on selections from
and trying to find an appropriate
their previous album, MMHMM
viewing spot, being that I’m vertiand their most recent release,
cally challenged, a good portion of
Four Score and Seven Years Ago.
Sherwood’s set was missed.
Lead singer Matthew Theissen
The band recently released their
even entertained us with his imalbum, A Different Light, which
pression of the dancing Barbie
with his arms above his head in
shows promise and intrigue. I look
mock ballerina style, inevitably,
forward to seeing more of them in
causing the crowd as well as my
the future.
eight-year-old daughter to scream
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into a
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Canton, Ohio’s Relient K, forming in 1998,
form
I
had
have toured nationally since 2001.
of
become
song,
so
dance and happiness, onto the
accustomed to on their albums.
streets of Columbus.
For this band, the third time was
In the end, it was a show that
certainly the charm as they finally
would’ve made St. Patrick proud!
came level with my standards.
—Written By Erin Nye
Their new album will be dropping
in late May (ironically) and they
will be hitting Columbus again in
June with The Fray. I look forward
to once again raising the bar.
Last but most certainly not least
Canton, Ohio’s own Relient K
took the stage to an eruption of
screams and applause.
This hard working humble
band with a message took the
crowd into their arms and gave

Visit Relient K
myspace.com/
relientk
relientk.com

Exclusive Interview

Slayer and Unearth
shred the LC
If anybody knows me, they
wouldn’t suspect that I am a secret
metalhead.
My hair may be of medium
length and I usually dress in business casual, but underneath, I have
the longest metal mane and the
tightest, sickest leather outfit
imaginable.
It was about two months ago
that a friend and I were tinkering
in GarageBand and shat out the
soon-to-be hit of his metal saga
band. It should also be no surprise
that the first three digits of my
home phone number are 666; I
don’t even think the Big Guy (not
God) could top that one.
So when he called me up and
asked me to interview Unearth—
who was opening for metal legends Slayer—I nonchalantly
jumped at the chance; after all, I
couldn’t put my feelings out there
too hard.
I met John “Slo” Maggard, the
self-dubbed “feces master” and
occasional bass player at the back
of the bus, while guitarist Ken
Susi was tapping keys on a MIDI
controller.
“Wow, this bus is pretty lush,”
and by the time I had said lush,
Susi ripped a gigantic fart.
“Now that was lush!” Slo
snickered.
So far so good, I thought, but I
had to ask him about his thoughts
on Slayer. After all, that’s a name
synonymous with metal;

to tour with them
must be a metalhead’s wet dream.
“For me, it’s kind
Metal Blade recording artists Unearth. Courtesy, Adrenaline
of funny because I
got arrested when I was a young
just a buncha fuckin’ asshole footkid shoplifting Slayer albums on a
age. Doing dumb shit, getting
military base! But its just work at
people to do dumb shit. Their
this point, just go out, play shows,
DVD is amazing though, and I
have a good time…I’m not stardon’t even wanna try to top that;
struck or anything like that.”
that shit is funny.”
The big news around the time
But before any DVDs, the
of the interview was Ozzfest
band released their third album –
2007. Less than a week before,
III: In the Eyes of Fire.
Sharon Osbourne revealed at a
(Fortunately for me, I scored a
press conference that it would be
free copy that night when a
completely free. What did that
drunken girl dropped one during
mean to a touring metal band?
Slayer’s set. If said girl is reading,
“Meh, I dunno,” he said shrugplease write the editor.) The muging his shoulders, chuckling. “I
sic isn’t anything new; he used
think it’s cool that it’s free. It’s
the term “thrash,” but I’d still
been way overpriced, in my opinhave to give it that “metalcore”
ion, since the beginning. I’m just
label. But the lyrics have taken a
not a fan of big ticket prices in
more individual train of thought.
general; I think that every show
“In this past album, everything
should be ten bucks or less.”
was more personal…We based it
Right on. In October, I had
on our personal influences that we
interviewed Every Time I Die
had gone through, being a band
(good friends and tour mates of
that doesn’t see our families very
Unearth) in that same parking lot.
much, [we’ve] been on the road
The big news for them was their
ten months a year consistently for
DVD Shit Happens.
a while now. All we got is basi“What a great fucking DVD!
cally each other, we’re all best
We’re currently working on one
friends, that’s all we’ve got,
[ourselves], shooting footage as
really…We’ve worked through all
we speak. Right now, you’re on
that shit that can be mindcamera,” he joked. But in all serinumbing on a personal level, and
ousness, I wondered what it
that was our influence lyrically on
would be like?
the past album.”
“It’s just gonna be us being us,
But it doesn’t get much more
personal than this:
CONTEST with ICHOR and OOTB!
“My mom, she’s a mean old
cat,
she can take a punch in the
Win Alex Sheridan’s new album and an Ichor T-Shirt!
face.”
Comment on Alex’s myspace
And that’s exactly the ruthless
metal
you should expect.
your best original four line rap
—Written By Nicholas Messer

about seagulls before June 20th
for your chance to win!
myspace.com/feelthevibe4real

COVER STORY
voted & picked by you
Ready to take on the world
with explicit fist pumping, intense,
edgy, explosive rock is XFactor1.
The Columbus, Ohio based
band has had a share of changes
since their late 2004 formation, but
they are now stronger than ever.
QBall, the only original XFactor1 member and current lead vocalist, was originally the guitarist.
QBall previously joined current
XFactor1 members Willie Jive
(bass) and Sicky (drums) in a former project called SupaFreak.
Prior to that, QBall worked with
XFactor1 guitarist Odin from another band.
The proficient combination of
friends and the most recent addition of Smoke as second guitarist
have completed their concrete
lineup.
With plenty of experience,
QBall shared what it takes to
maintain a tight unit in the ever
changing local scene: “Sacrifice
and unselfishness. A ton of desire! The reason we’ve had a
number of lineup changes is because guys think they know what
it takes to be in a serious prominded band, and then they get
what I call the ‘rude awakening.’
It takes a lot of promotion, dedication, skill and hard work to be a
solid band out there competing for
the fans, time and support. Some
guys crumble from laziness or lack
of ambition. I know hard work
equates to success. I can sleep
when I’m dead.”
As far as influences and heroes,
QBall noted Dimebag, James Hatfield as an amazing songwriter,
Tony Iommi, Slipknot, Mudvayne,
Deftones, KSE, and White Zombie
to name a few.
The band produces an amazing
live sound that carries with it a
substantial fan base that many
times over has grabbed the attention of promoters resulting in live
sets alongside Dope, Mushroomhead, Nonpoint, Sworn Enemy,
Megadeth, Sepultura, and more
recently Lacuna Coil.

X Factor 1 ready to
RISE UP!

Not only
do these guys
work hard on
the stage, they
also
work
hard off stage
with
steady
jobs.
Odin is an
aeronautic
engineer, Willie owns a
moving business, Smoke a
painting business, Sicky is
a waterproofing company supervisor, and
QBall owns a property investment
company.
QBall added, “We all have
massive amounts of kids. Hell I
alone have nine babies from nine
different mamas! Odin has kiddos
in Japan. Willie gets regularly
checked for rabies and so do his
puppy offspring.”
Last year XFactor1 released
Something Inside with six tracks
that capture the band’s full ability
to tear it up.
XFactor1 has just completed
mixing and producing a DVD recorded from an AlRosa Villa show
that will have four bonus studio
tracks of new music from the current lineup.
"The DVD will have tons of
goofball and interview footage
that’s really over the top. This will
be a full frontal expose' of the
scene in general, the people who
make it happen, including candid
interviews with Rick Cautela "The
Rock and Roll Reverend", the
members of XF1, and the lead
vocalists of most of Columbus' top
rock bands including This Fires
Embrace, 30ot6, Noise Auction,
Boba Flex and more. It will capture a day in a life of Xfactor1's
struggle to take things to the next
level," said QBall.
XFactor1 also has two tracks
on the movie soundtrack for Code
Black scheduled for release in

June along with a featured spot on
the Biker Boyz stunt/trick DVD
due out in May.
QBall broke the news of a possible spot on a major national
summer tour: “Our main band
sponsor Jagermeister is a big part
of the Ozzfest sponsorship this
year so we may get a spot at the
August 8th show. We’re still waiting to hear more on that soon.”
Until then, watch out for those
flying X’s in the air. QBall concluded, “I wanna give a MAD
MAD LOVE shout out to the
XNation—the people who support
us, the fans who make it happen.
We are stronger together than we
are alone. XNation…RISE!!
—Written By Neil Shumate

UPCOMING XF1 SHOWS
Friday, May 25
Jagerfest in
Huntington, West VA
Friday, June 8
Doorslamer IV Festival in
Allensville, OH
Saturday, June 16
The Best Of The Best Fest
in Groveport, OH
Friday, June 29
At Cadillac Jacks
in Grove City, OH
myspace.com/xfactor1

Three Days Graces takes the show
Grammy nominated
Buckcherry took the stage
in an attempt to confirm
all the hype. The sold out
Columbus, Ohio show was
just one stop on a national
co-headlining tour with
Three Days Grace and The
Exies.
Energetic Mick Jagger
looking vocalist Josh
Todd
convulsively
pranced around the Lifestyles Community Pavilion stage with enough fuel
to make it through the
1999 hit single “Lit,” the
Grammy nominated track
“Crazy Bitch,” and current
single “Everything” without ever taking a breath.
Parting ways in 2002, Buckcherry reformed with new members in 2005
releasing 15.
With only three albums released this band has somehow climbed the
charts with their ever popular drunken 80’s image.
Buckcherry has turned Josh Todd into a tattooed aging party boy actor
with cameos in The New Guy, XXX and The Salton Sea.
The shocking turn around came as Three Days Grace exploded on stage;
the band’s flawless live set surprised me.
Heads never stopped banging as the Canadian quintet performed radio
hits “I Hate (Everything About You),” “Just Like You,” and “Pain” from
their self-titled release and most recent One-X.
Buckcherry and Three Days Grace are joining Puddle Of Mudd and
Saliva for another round of touring before stopping in Columbus, Ohio for
the Rock On The Range. Seeing Three Days Grace and Velvet Revolver
may be worth the adventure.
—Written, Photos By Neil Shumate
Top,
Buckcherry’s
lead
man
Josh
Todd.
Below,
Three
Days
Grace
frontman
Adam
Gontier.

Nick’s Picks
THE TICK – Yes, chum, it’s true!
The big blue bug of justice came
to DVD in a two-disc set
chronicling the entire (short-lived)
series. There aren’t many special
features, but adult men (and
woman) in ridiculous costumes
quoting fantastic analogies –
I’d call that a feature.
JESUS CAMP – Documents
children attending a camp where
hardcore conservativeEvangelicals
“teach” right-wing politics handin-hand with religion. The kids are
subjected to praying in tongues,
anti-abortion protests and blessing
a cardboard cutout of President
Bush. Frightening.
WINTER PASSING – Funny man
Will Ferrell, with a few other
familiar faces, tell the story of a
depressed, drug-riddled actress
returning to her childhood home
only to find some “roommates”
living with her near-death father.
A delightful dark comedy.
THE DEVIL AND DANIEL
JOHNSTON – chronicles the life
and times of cult lo-fi singer/
songwriter Daniel Johnston
through severe depression,
institutionalization and drug
abuse. Proves that anybody and
everybody can be a rock star.
NOI - Perhaps one of the more
beautiful films I've seen in years,
Noi is the story of an Icelandic
teenager coping with teenager-y
stuff. Isolation, depression (half
the year is darkness there, right?)
and romance play their parts, with
twists of humor that would
impress Kirkegaard.
— Written By Nick Messer —

COVER STORY

Q: How do you feel about getting the cover ?
S: I want to say that I personally feel that we did
not win the magazine. Majority vote went to X
Factor 1, this is their cover. X Factor 1 won the
cover, and we’re just proud to be close second.
Let alone actually being on the cover. There’s no
better word to describe the way we feel other than
“under-dog.”
M: I think it feels gnarly, tubular, and I feel
stoked.
M: Don’t put that in there… I just thought it was
funny I put four surfer words together.
S: Totally do not put that in there, that would not
be rad.
J: Buttery.
What to say about the band Mayavirupa? Many of you have probably heard
their music or at least heard of them. But not as many have had the privilege of meeting them on a personal level. Since Mayavirupa was close to
X Factor 1 in the votes, they were honored with a cover for this month’s
issue. That gave me a chance to do one of my favorite things, sit down and
chat with the band. Not that it was easy to do. I even had to permit them to
leave the room at times for beer. Not that they would've listened if I'd said
‘no.’ Mayavirupa is made up of three guys. All three are down to earth
normal guys who love to party and play music. I hope that this interview
will allow you to peek in at the band's personality and possibly encourage
you to become a friend of theirs, as I have. Well enough of my compliments, here's the interview.
Q=Me (Paul), S=Stephen, M=Matt, J= Justin (Jay)
Q: What is Mayavirupa?
M: An ideal that happens to be a band.
Q: I know you’re going to expand on that though. (Looking at Stephen)
S: Mayavirupa is stuff you already know, its just that you’re not used to
hearing it. There is nothing more than what needs to be in a song.
Q: Who is Mayavirupa?
S: We’re a band of brothers that feel the same way about a lot of things.
We’re way too familiar with ourselves and we have fun becoming familiar
with people who say they are unlike ourselves, but have no choice but to
feel the same way about the same things.
[Stephen leaves the room to get a beer]
M: We’re just three guys who work hard at what we do;
we just like to play music.
Q: How did Mayavirupa get its start?
J: Before Mayavirupa was Mayavirupa, it was called Orange Couch.
Sounds funny, but it’s true. We wanted the name to be something comfortable, but didn’t go with anything. You know like an orange couch. Mayavirupa got its start when Stephen picked up the guitar when he was 8
years old, and I picked up the drums when I was 10.
S: Matt was a professional fluffer before Mayavirupa.
M: It was a period of my life I’m not much proud of, did some degrading
movies… I played in a band when I was 13 with a good friend of mine and
my brother-in-law. I played bass, that was the first band I was in. Then I
played in various other bands before I started playing with these guys.
S: Ya know, I wanted to start a band called either the Spitting Richards or
With Your Ball Zack! It’d be funny. Somebody would ask what band you
were in…and it could be said, “well, I play with your ballzack”
M: I jam a lot with “your momma’s clit.”

Q: How would you guys describe yourselves
musically?
S: Damn it, you had to ask that question didn’t
you? [gets up for another beer]
J: I don’t know, you tell us.
S: It feels like I’m in a spelling bee and I gotta
use that one word in a sentence.
M: I feel I’m a reasonably intelligent man and
when I can’t come up with an answer to a question, I can’t help but feel stupid.
S: I guess I could give you a technical definition.
A genre of music is a music that has its limitations. What I love about what we play is that it
knows no bounds. Heavy-light, middle-ground
doesn’t exist. If you feel it, it moves you or it
rocks you. And to our listeners: please tell us
how you feel after a song.
M: Um, unique New York. The human torch was
denied a bank loan...... We’re just original…
S: This is how to look at it: if three cavemen had
found a time machine that only played records
from the future, and they haven’t had the opportunity to let society, or image, sway their opinions
of what rock, jazz, swing, metal, or any kind of
music for that matter, they just don’t know what
music is. After having the ability to listen to different types of music in time, what kind of music
do you think they would come up with? How
would you describe that? That’s kinda how we
feel.
M: We’re the nighttime, sniffling, sneezing,
coughing, aching, wake up in the middle of the
kitchen floor, “where the fuck am I at?” music.
S: It’s going to be on a T-shirt, buy it. Say that.
M: Okay, it’s going to be on a T-shirt…. Buy
it…. Now type it.
Q: Now that you’ve described musically, how
would you describe the Mayavirupa experience
personally within the band?
M: An adrenaline-induced original music frenzy.
S: That’s tough because we can’t describe that.
Personally I can say as a band, with no other experts, that there is no experience without the fans.
(Mayavirupa, continued, next page)

Period. That speaks for all of us. We love each other as much
as we hate ourselves and we cant help but keep going back…
we don’t have a band for personal reasons.. Sure it can be a
good stress reliever, but it can be a big stress inducer as well.
But like I said, we keep going back.
S: You never know love unless you hate.
M: Oh shit cuz, I hate myself a lot!
J: Fellatio.
Yea… that just happened.
Q: To elaborate on Stephen’s answer, how would you describe your relationship with all your fans?
M: We’re a group of friends.
J: They’re not fans, they’re friends.
S: If we don’t know you personally, it’s only a matter of
time. We’re a fucking open book. Its you guys that bring the
mystery.
The Guy on the Couch: Mayavirupa fans are friends we
haven’t met yet.
S: If you put a fan in front of a friend you have a turbo
charger…that’s deep.
Q: Outside of music, what does Mayavirupa do for fun?
S: Outside of music? We think about how much fun the next
song is going to be. That was a good answer, I’m proud of
that.
M: Outside of music, I sit at home and play my guitar.
S: You’re a rock star! YOU DO NOT SIT AT HOME!
M: I’m watchin’ movies or Family Guy or playing video
games or playing the guitar. I play with all my pets—I have a
ferret, a bearded dragon and two dogs.
S Oh, bearded dragon, that’s what you call it now?
M: We’re gonna go to the store and get another one so then
we’ll have two.
S: So you can play with your three bearded dragons?
Q: How did you get the name Mayavirupa?
Q: Since you didn’t directly answer in the question, what is
thee meaning of Mayavirupa?
M: The exact definition?
Q: Doesn’t matter.
S: He wants what Mayavirupa is.
J: A body manifestation created by an act of free will.
M: People would understand a simpler definition.
J: Broken down into easier terms, to become something out
of nothing, which is what we’re all trying to do.
J: And if you don’t like us, get the fuck out! PHuck with a
PH!
Brainstorm of Stephanie K. Whom does a tribute show to the
late and great Patsy Cline. When she asked ‘what do you
want the name of your band to mean,’ I said “collective effort that makes something familiar.” After research, Mayavirupa was found. Oh and by the way, Stephanie K just so
happens to be Jay and I’s mother.
Q: I want to know what Mayavirupa has in store for everyone in the future.
S: It all depends on what influences the thought process.
Right now the songs are getting heavier.

I’m noticing things such as timing getting trickier and
more experimental, but hell that’s the way its always been.
Especially the "mental" part, so we will see.
Q: What are your goals and ambitions for the future?
S: I don’t want to answer that question.
Q: Understood, very understood.
M: What I wanna do, is wanna do what every other band
wants to do.
Q: No you don’t.
M: When you sum it all up, what does every band want to
be? Famous and make money. I want to make music, and I
want what I love to do to pay my bills. I don’t like day to
day jobs. I would love to get on a tour bus and play for
people who care, and for that to pay my bills.
Q: Do you want to do more than just play for money and
fame?
M: Oh I see where this is going, I’m picking up what
you’re putting down. I play for people, they are the ones
that determine whether I should be able to play professionally in a band.
S: Is music where we stop? How many people get exactly
what they want and can still say they are happy? There is
no goal that can bring an endless supply of contentment.
There is always the need for more. Hate, content, money,
fame, career, or love. Yeah we play for more than anything of value that this Earth could offer.
J: We’re rock-and-roll holocaust.
S: He’s good for those every once in a while.
J: I make the drums go boom.
S: [laughing] That's the end of the interview right there.
—Written By Paul Helms

Band: Earwig
Album: Center of the Earth
Label: LFM Records
Genre: Indie Alt Rock
Track Picks: “Used Kids,” “Japanese Friend,” “Cicada”
Lowdown: Underground alternative rock has received
criticism, making the genre unresponsive to mainstream
airplay, hence “underground.” This three piece central
Ohio band may be the genre’s savior. Simple feel good
riffs with explorative lyrics written by Lizard McGee is
reminiscent of R.E.M., The Verve Pipe, and Soul
Asylum with Weezer like choruses and music comparable to Zwan. In an attempt to bring back indie DIY with
a well produced full length album, these guys are on
their way to becoming the “Anti-Next Big Thing.” The
secret is out, now sit back, close your eyes and groove.
Visit: www.lizardfamily.com, myspace.com/earwig

Band: Mediate
Album: The Power of Thought
Label: Outsider Studio / Slaughter Dog Records
Genre: Rock
Track Picks: “I’m Lost,” “Hog Leg”
Lowdown: Not allowing lines to be drawn, Mediate continues to grow with syncopated stop and go rock and roll.
Originating with brothers Chris Hoy on vocals and Cory Hoy
on lead guitar/backing vocals, the Upper Sandusky duo
found bass guitarist Dylan Morris and percussionist Josh
Nelson to complete their solid band. This debut EP shows
all the fury this young band has to offer with Cobain like
vocals and shining guitar solos. The angst lyrics prove the
bands ability to make a dent on stage. Check a live set and
you might get the pleasure jamming to a killer Rage Against
The Machine cover.
Visit: .myspace.com/mediatemusic,
www.slaughterdogrecords.com

Band: Razorbliss
Album: Comedy of Errors
Recorded at: Chaton Studios in Phoenix, AZ and John
Schwab in Columbus, OH
Genre: Rock Industrial
Track Picks: “Nicoteen,” “Half Past 9,” “Give It All To Me”
Lowdown: Razorbliss offers a welcoming deadly sound to a
local scene dominated by thrashing metal hardcore. The
Columbus, Ohio band’s melodic grim samples line up with
edgy guitar riffs that punch a hole from underneath the ground
to pull listeners under. Below the tombstone Randy Kuszmaul’s dark fluctuating vocals, murderous chorus lines and
Iggy Pop theatrics match the funk bass grooves of former
Alice Cooper, Lita Ford bass player Tommy Caradonna that
encompass the soul with no resistance. Fans of Gravity Kills,
Nine Inch Nails, Stabbing Westward, and Marilyn Manson
will never want to resurrect once they fall into this grave.
Visit:myspace.com/razorblissband, www.razorbliss.com

Band: CC Manded
Album: Animosity
Genre: Industrial
Track Picks: “Animosity,” “Help Me,” “Go Away”
Lowdown: It’s all a true industrial band can be. Not new
industrial, but Ministry and Skinny Puppy industrial.
Distorted vocals with whispers and pissed off gore lyrics.
Electronic drum beats, scratchy guitars, keyboards and a
slow slaughtering rhythm with hidden surprise onslaughts
of up tempo massacres. CC Manded is more Smells Like
Children / Anti Christ Superstar than Pretty Hate Machine / Downward Spiral. You have to admire a band
that peruses a genre that gets little recognition. Screw
Pigface and Bile, CC is here representing Hilliard, Ohio
and beyond with this brave killer full length production.
They’re obscene and they don’t give a fuck. This is who
they fucking are and this is what they fucking do.
Visit: myspace.com/ccmandedband,
myspace.com/mrmanded

Welcome to Freek Boi’s Nightmare
Crushed with 1100 pounds of
concrete while lying on a bed of
nails, eating and blowing fire,
walking on glass, busting 70 lbs of
cinder block on the head, squeezing a watermelon with bare hands,
picking up 5 gallon buckets of water with ice picks implanted
through arms.
Scott T. Stewart’s mind
conquers all these objects of matter
and many others in his Freek
Show.
The thirty-three-year-old
Findlay, Ohio native is known as
Freek-Boi and masters all these
stunts with support of his friend
and martial arts brother Kurt
Steinke, along with his “muscle”
and friends Ryan Debelak and Dan
Sanholts.
Stewart told us, “I have always
been a little different than most
people. I grew up doing what most
kids do and then I became
interested in things that most kids
my age were not into. I started
doing Tae Kwon Do in 1992. My
instructor told me that some of the
mind over matter things were for
the 4th degree or higher. That put a
burn in my butt and I was like ‘belt
rank don’t mean shit! Watch me!’
If the person’s mind and will is
strong and ready, then take a shot.”
Since 1993 Stewart has been performing stunts along with Steinke,
including shows with metal bands
like Wilkinson and Thoughts Kill.
Stewart has undergone
extensive mental and physical
training in order to reach his desired goal of becoming a professional showman.
He currently
trains in kung fu’s internal arts of
Chen’s Tai Qi, Shan Shi Xing-Yi,
Ba Kua, Little Nine Heaven and
Shaolin System’s Splashing Hands
and Poison Fingers.
One live brave stunt Stewart
performs is the Shih Shui Gong,
meaning that he lifts weights with
his testicals and penis. Stewart
said this stunt is one of the most
misunderstood.
He explained, “It is part of the
Little Nine Heaven Kung Fu system, Taoist Lovemaking System.
It strengthens the whole body—

you heal faster, boost your immune system and it enhances your
meditations and slows the aging
process by producing more DHEA
hormones. After you get done
with the Shui Gung exercise and
swinging the weights, you beat
your body down with steel rods so
it toughens your body by causing a
little bit of trauma. It causes your
body and bones to absorb and
produce calcium making your
bones denser and stronger.”
With the challenging tasks,
Stewart emphasizes the importance of being able to feel what
you cannot see and know what
your body is doing and what your
body may or may not do if this or
that happens.
Breaking 70 pounds of cinder

block over his head required shih
shui training to possess a feeling
that his body is lined up properly
to prevent dislocation. Steward
said, “The neck has to be strong
and my skull is conditioned. I also
have to take precautions so I don’t
break my teeth.”
The Iron Hands and Poison
Finger training strengthens
Stewart’s hands so he can hold a
coconut in one hand and smash it
with a hammer fist or knife edge.
With this training he can also run
his fingers into a watermelon.
Stewart learned how to eat fire
with his Northern California Kung
Fu sister Bridget. Bridget is part
of a touring fire troop that travels
throughout Cali performing.
(Freek Boi, continued, next page)

Alternative Sports Update: Prospect’s Zach Ames
In the July, 2006 issue of Out Of The Blue we told you the story of eighteen-year-old pro motocross racer Zach Ames of Prospect, Ohio in the Alternative Sports section. Ames took some time out to tell us his progress in
’07 while preparing to race in Indy. “Yea man, I’m doing awesome. I got
to ride with MDK Honda for the arena cross season and I’m riding for
them now during the super cross season. I got 5th in the BooKoo
Arenacross series this year (in Fresno, California) and at the U.S. Open of
Arenacross I got 3rd. So, this year is going good so far.” Ames sends his
thanks to MDK Honda, Shift, One Industries, Braking, FMF, Tag Metals,
Pro-Wheel, Spoke Savers, Maxxis, Dana K, Napster, Rockford Fosgate,
Twin Air, Enzo Suspension, Smith Optics, Jackie Mims, and Dave
Strausbaugh. We will keep you posted on Zach’s continued progress.
For more on national arenacross events, visit www.racearenacross.com.
(Freek Boi, continued)
Stewart told us that pain does not
exist when he performs. “If there
is pain, you have not trained properly. Nothing really hurts. The ice
pick through my arm is just that,
it’s no big deal. All I do is look at
it, and I am like, ‘I have an ice
pick in my arm, cool’ and that’s
just that.”
Currently working in a factory,
Stewart would love to travel the
world for a good time freaking
people out with his shows.
With plans to perform for
around 6 years while he attends
college to become a teacher, Stewart also rock climbs, camps, boats
and explores nature. Freek-Boi is
willing to take his three to four
hour show just about anywhere.
Stewart said, “I want to get
people out of their shells and push
the limits of the human body and
mind.”
—Written By Neil Shumate

The ‘07 return of Marion's indoor
football team, The Marion Mayhem
Marion's indoor football team
took the field at the Veteran's Memorial Coliseum recently.
This year, the team has a new
member, former Ohio State quarterback Stanley Jackson. Jackson
was introduced at the season
opener before kickoff against the
Kalamaz o o
Xplosion. He
spent 7
years at
O S U
after his
years in
the Canadian
Football
League.
I
n
1996,
J ackso n
led the Buckeyes to an 11-1 record,
Co-Big Ten Championship at the
Rose Bowl.
All of the Mayhem players attend universities within the United
States except Jeremy Werner, who
attends Finland Pori University
located in Europe.
The Marion Technical College
has teamed up with Marion Mayhem for a multi-year partnership
extending from 2007-2009 on
multi-level marketing and sponsorship opportunities.

MTC, in partnership with
Mayhem will have their logo on
the field, and will also serve as
the pre-game and half time sponsors for a game each year of the
deal.
The college will take a huge
part in the game on the evening of
April 28th
against the
Miami Valley Silverbacks.
In conclusion
with
the
deal,
the
students
who desire
to work in
marketing
and management
will have
the opportunities to earn class
credits through this real life experience.
If you've got the enthusiasm
for College football, then you're
sure to like the action of arena
football. To all you diehard Buckeye fans, come out and enjoy the
‘07 action of Marion Mayhem.
With Stanley Jackson out there
playing it rough, plenty of action
is assured!
—Written By Allyson Below

Beyond the Ohio
River it’s clear

A wave of rap, rock and metal ricochet outside the doors. On stage inside is the apocalyptic wholesomeness of Columbus, Ohio’s Odious.
Forming April 20, 2002, Odious has encaptured the city and surrounding areas with a gravitating force streaming with a steady fan base. The
lineup of Josh Odious (vocals, percussion), Na-Nate / Cid Gage (vocals,
samples), Damion (guitar), Emmitt / Animal (drums), and Bildo (bass) has
made this “fuckin’ rockin’ ass metal” group pure through “lots of promotion and Mary Jane.”
Hoping to ultimately expire from their “crappy jobs,” Odious aims to
achieve goals above average expectations to continue “playing music and
travel around the country” with plans to expose their force nationally.
With inspiration found in “Mushroomhead, Tool, Hed (pe), Dr. Dre,
Pantera and Hieroglyphics,” Odious is sure to please any fan of metal, hiphop, funk, old skool rock, and punk.
The unit has expanded since their 2002 debut at Illusions’ “The Monsters of Metal” on 161 by hosting and headlining numerous festivals including their own annual Josh Odious’ 420 Birthday Bash.
When you stop to check out Odious, pick up their solid full length Paranoid Productions release, A Chronic Dissorder. It’s an essential to drive
around with your windows down and blast “Lord of the Bling,” “Dead
Girls,” and “Chruch Bells” all summer long. Once you go Odious, you’ll
never go back. —Written , Photo By Neil Shumate

Believe it or not, there is some
great unknown talents outside what
we typically hear in the central
Ohio area. We only hear about the
major national acts, or the increasing number of local acts. Well, on
February 16th I was exposed to
some music from “Looallville”
Kentucky. (Intheclear), who hail
from Louisville, playing a headlining event at Whiskey Dicks to kick
off their Golden Ticket tour. This
hard rock 5 piece will blow you
away. It’s surprising that they are
not yet signed. Their debut album,
ninteyseven11lyricslane, includes
their hit songs “A Pulse and a
Blindside” and also “Drown”
which they made a music video
for. The live show will put their
own CD to shame.
With more energy packed in a
half hour set than you’ll find in a 4
pack of monster energy drinks,
these guy’s are a site to see. Flipping guitars, twirling sticks and
flying hair amidst a powerful
sound that will overwhelm you.
Andy’s strong vocals lead this
band song by song, backed by
some well laid out and fancy effect
work from the 2 guitars of #7 and
Clay. Montego’s solid bass lines
pave a way for stem’s good showmanship of drum work, spinning
his sticks every chance he gets.
Intheclear blends a mixture of
Sevendust’s intensity, A Perfect
Circle's array of sounds, and vocals
are similar to a concoction of
Chino (Deftones) meets Lajon
(Sevendust). Written with some
catchy lyrical hooks, Andy somehow makes you sing along before
you even realize you're doing it.
You can find out more information
on Intheclear by visiting their
home page, intheclear.net or on
their myspace, myspace.com/
intheclear. You can hear 4 of their
songs and view the video for
“Drown,” plus some home footage
on the radio and on the stage.
Make sure you check this band
out—they provide great proof that
amazing things exist beyond central Ohio. —Written By Sixner

Chimaira’s Chris Spicuzza speaks
about Ressurrection, touring,
and…Jean-Claude Van Damme
I got the opportunity to sit down with Chris
Spicuzza of Chimaira and discuss what his feelings
are on the new album Resurrection and his
thoughts on some other interesting things.
ME: What are some of your general thoughts on
the new album (Resurrection)? Maybe some songs
you like, or some different approaches you’ve
taken from other albums.
Chris: My overall thoughts on the record, personally I
have never been so excited about a record. Our last
record, I was happy with what I did but there were a
lot of songs, and decisions that I wasn’t so into; but I
still went with it because it is my band, and I trust
them. But overall I didn’t feel as confident or strong
as I do with this record. If you want me to pinpoint
songs; I really feel songs like “Resurrection,”
"Needle," and "Empire" are really strong and diverse,
compared to what we’ve done before. Songs like
“Six” we didn’t let anything limit us. Just let the song
keep flowing, didn’t put a ceiling on it. We didn’t say
“this has to be four minutes, and then stop it.” That
has actually been the theme for the whole record:
when we thought the song should end, we did it. Besides that, the confidence also goes with our new
home, with the label.
ME: That’s right, you aren’t with Roadrunner any
more, is that right?
Chris: Yeah, we just jumped in with Ferret (Records).
Me: After your third album (Chimaira), there were
reports of some internal conflict with the band,
that was eventually resolved, right?
Chris: Oh, with the band?
ME: Yeah.
Chris: Yeah. Everyone knows about the rotating
drummer problem with Chimaira, at least people that
are interested. And, at the time we had Kevin Talley.
You know, great drummer, great showman; but you
know, we are five hard dudes to get along with, and
“clicky” if you want to say that. We all grew up in the
same area. We all have the same beliefs, the same, uh,
ideals on how to live life. And you know, I don’t think
it is that extreme; but he came in and was like the wild
and crazy Tommy Lee dude that loves chicks, and
getting wasted- I mean we aren’t opposed to having
fun- but, you know, he pushed it pretty hard. It just
didn’t fit. I wish him the best with Daath, but it just
wasn’t working. It even got to the point where the
band was almost separated cause Rob took Kevin’s
side, because he didn’t see what was happening with
the rest of us. So it divided the band; Rob was now
with Kevin, and we wouldn’t talk to Rob, it was just,
ugh, it was a mess.
Me: yeah, it sounds like it.
Chris: Basically it was like half of us talked to each
other, and we just played on stage and went back on

the bus and did our thing. We dealt with business and
that’s it, but we wouldn’t even have a friendship. You
know, friendship is just as important as the band, and getting Andols (Herrick) back was the glue, it all came together. We are like a happy family again. We gladly took
him back.
Me: Do you think that has affected the new album…
Chris: oh yeah! I mean it was the most easy going, comfortable time to make a record ever. We didn’t have any
conflicts on how shit should go, or who’s getting credit for
what… Everything was just so easy, and perfect. It felt
natural too cause Rob and Andols are like the two punch
combo; they work perfectly together. And, uh, it was great.
That’s how it should be, you know. If he quits again, heh,
I’m out.
Me: It seems like Chimaira is a very busy band, with
touring and making records. What do you do in the
“off season.”
Chris: Well, for once we had a break; we got off the road
this past May and were off tour until this February. We
were actually working a lot of the time, writing, and
maybe we had a few months off. But since the writing
process wasn’t pressured we actually kinda took our time.
We weren’t like writing ten hours a day; dudes would do
their own thing. Like play video games, go to movies, a
lot of us work out now, like Mark Andols and I are big into
going to the gym now. Overall what we do with our off
time is no different than anyone else, we're not off burning
churches or anything. You know, we’re just doing normal
things.
ME: haha. Okay let's see, what is a favorite song to
play live?
Chris: uh, right now my favorite song is “Needle” for
sure. We only play it every few nights cause we’re trying
to rotate new songs. I just think it’s the heaviest, most energetic song we ever wrote, and the crowd seems to dig it.
ME: How is the tour going so far?
Chris: Awesome! What I love about it is that you have a
super diverse bill. “He is Legend”: southern riffs with
metal grooves, and I guess you could say the metal core
edge singing. Then you have us, which I don’t know what
the hell you want to call us. Then you have “Dragon
Force." They have the power metal thing going. Then you
have "Killswitch [Engage]." They’re like this big sing
along with Swedish riffs. Every band sounds completely
different. I think that is why ticket sales have been so
good. I think only one show didn’t sell out. The vibe is
awesome too, everyone is getting along.
Me: You said you didn’t know what to call Chimaira,
what genre would you put yourselves in?
Chris: Ugh, well I could tell you what I don’t like. I’m not
a fan of being classified as the “Metal core” thing. I feel
like we’re getting lumped in with all the bands that do the
typical “chuga-chuga re-re riffs” and then the “Swedish
riff” and then they’ll do like screaming verse and singing

Kill Hannah
returns to Columbus
chorus—it’s like a formula almost. I don’t think we follow
that at all. I can’t say we are just
metal, because a lot of metal
bands don’t use industrial keyboards and samples and stuff like
that. So I don’t really know, I
mean if you want to say “metal”
you can but we go all over the
place.
Me: Well, who are some of your
biggest musical influences personally?
Chris: Me personally? I am a
huge fan of anything Mike Patton
does. I try not to be one of those
obsessed fans, but I enjoy his
music, anything he does. I think
he is a super creative dude who
will do anything, there is no end;
he won’t just stick to one genre.
He can pull off anything perfectly. Besides that: Trent Reznor is my other huge influence, especially
with electronic stuff, and also his creative thing; the way he has album
concepts and artwork to go with it. He thinks so much ahead it’s insane,
but that’s what I admire about him, not just popularity or radio.
Chris: You see this scar on my face here? (he points to his upper lip)
Me: Yeah.
Chris: We were in Fort Lauderdale. As a joke lately Mark and I have been
buying stupid shit like swords, and once in a while we’ll pull a sword out
and hit the symbols, just dumb stuff to entertain ourselves. We had this
cauldron we bought from a Halloween store, and we filled it with fake
arms and hands and stuff. He took one of the rubber hands, during one of
the songs and just lobbed it in the air. It drilled me in the face and split me
open, during a song, from a rubber hand I was bleeding everywhere.
ME: That sounds like something we would do. My friends and I just
watched the Indiana Jones trilogy again, so we have been buying
whips and trying those out.
Chris: Oh nice. Our new thing on the bus now is we are trying to buy
every Van Damme movie and we’re counting how many times he does
spin kicks. We have this whole list of spin kicks, like in “Bloodsport” he
does 18 spin kicks; yesterday they watched the movie with him and Dennis
Rodman and he did 12. It’s getting out of control, you know he’s done so
many movies and they are so shitty. But that is our current craze.
We left the room and went to the show. It was my first time seeing
Chimaira—to be honest this wasn’t my favorite type of music. When they
hit the stage the crowd erupted into pure energy, it was like nothing I had
ever seen before, and I have been to my fair share of shows.
The vibe was electric. They even treated us with a song they have never
played live: “Pleasure in Pain.” The feeling of refreshment was in the air
with a newly almost “Resurrected” band.
This was a band that, like many others, has seen their share of good and
bad, but unlike many other bands, they have made it through the dark period. It is clear that they will be rocking for years to come; they are as
solid as ever and after this show, I am a fan.
—Written By Matt Gallant —Photo By Abbey Lane

Kill Hannah has always found a
home in Columbus, Ohio as CD
101 was the first radio station in
the country to break their single
“Lips Like Morphine.”
A handful of people gathered
inside Newport Music Hall to witness an intimate performance by
the Chicago, Illinois goth looking,
pop sounding troop.
I call it intimate because the
turnout was weak; it seemed like a
private party event.
Although lead vocalist Mat Devine uses effects on the band’s
latest album to produce a more
femmine sound, his live appeal is
still deserving.
Since their first release in 1996,
the band was sure to satisfy fans of
the new and old.
The band performed old crowd
favorites “Nerve Gas,” “Boys and
Girls,” and “Kennedy.”
For the first time ever live, the
band allowed fans to hear the
Robert Smith sounding “Under the
Milky Way” from Until There’s
Nothing Left of Us. The band
closed the night early (well, kids
had school the next day) not forgetting “Welcome to Chicago
Motherfucker.”
A rare thing to see is a national
recording band (in this case on
Atlantic) selling their own merch
at the door. Kill Hannah insists on
meeting fans as they sell their
goods. A wave of respect to a
band that takes pride in having
supporting fans.
—Written, Photo By Neil Shumate

Drawing by Mandy Fox

Breckenridge, CA Photo by Rob Hafer

GOOD-BYE OLD FRIEND
Good-bye old friend, you were my best friend for about 22 years or
more. We have had some good times, but we had more bad times.
Together we have met all kinds of people from all walks of life,
good and bad, and again, mostly bad. We've been to heaven and
then we spent more time in hell. You took a hard working clean cut
kid, and you chased him through life and turned that man into a liar
and a cheat. That man has woken up to the fact that you almost
won. But you didn’t so the war begins, and you are going to lose.
You may have won the fight, but the war's not over. You ruined
every relationship I ever had, took everything I worked for.
POWERLESS
I admit it, I’m powerless over alcohol. I never knew it could get this
bad. I used to have a few after work, then it got to the point I was
getting drunk after work. All sports and recreational activities were
based on drinking. And it just got worse: stay drunk all weekend,
days I didn’t have to work, missing work to drink or recover. My
last two wives and my girlfriend were users. But that’s what I
wanted so I could keep using. Now that I admitted I was powerless,
I can begin the life long flight to recovery. And use my higher
power to activate this goal.
~Written by John Milton Colombe, Submitted by Milton Colombe~
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AFI, Sick Of It All bring havoc to newport

AFI came to town for their sold out show at the Newport Music Hall as part of their Love like Winter Tour. The
show featured the bands The Dear & Departed who come from Orange County, California.
With the English accents and the amazing amounts of Rockabilly, it makes you think about what really exists in
the real “O.C” Also opening was Sick of it All; this band has been in existence since I was an elementary school
girl.
I had never heard of them prior, but it’s safe to say that there’s a reason why they’ve been around 20 years. They
hit hard from stop to finish!
After tons of anticipation, the lights dimmed and the first notes of “Prelude 12/21” began.
Based on seeing past performances, this was a completely expected move, however it seemed darker and just
further anticipated the screaming and the excitement.
Next the band went into singles from their most recent
release, Decemberunderground. For example, "Kill Caustic" and "Summer Shudder.”
While this past album made AFI a household name,
long time fans were not disappointed as we heard “Silver
and Cold” and “The Leaving Song” from the band's past
release “Sing the Sorrow.”
The highlight that stole the show was the band's version of “Song 2” originally recorded by Blur.
Havok’s voice never failed during the entire set and the
band made it seem like you were listening to the CD.
Time was not wasted on speeches, and Havok did not
seem ungrateful a single time during the performance. He
even dived into the crowd showing fans that even though
he's big, he's still one of us!
Closing out the show was the band’s current namesake; “Miss Murder.”
There wasn’t a person in attendance that didn’t know
that song to the point where the band was even overtook.
Everyone had a good time, and I even saw emo kids
smile through the cold and the snow. It was at this time,
we all knew we had experienced a Love Like Winter!
—Story Submitted By Staff Reports
—Photos By Neil Shumate
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A step inside Citizen 18’s dynamic vision
by, and it’s not only for them, or
It’s just after 12AM, and the
more complete since he started
their fans—it speaks for an entire
cloudy, dimly lit stage at Hot Pepjamming
with
us.”
generation of young adults.
pers is minutes away from blowC-18 writes new material in
“The message of this song is,
ing up. Like many Saturdays in
many different ways, and somereally, let’s all get high and remonths passed, the club based in
times a new one starts while
volt.” We asked Jake to elaborate
Marion Ohio has put together a
they’re in between practicing
more and he said, “The governstrong lineup of unsigned rock ’n
songs that are already complete.
ment doesn’t care about people
roll talent, offering entertainment
Dustin and Brandon start playbetween the ages of 18 and 21. I
til the wee hours of the morning.
ing around with a new sound, the
Citizen-18 is headlining, as they so often
do, and the crowd is
filling the floor in anticipation of the asskicking these guys inevitably hand out each
time they plug in their
amps.
“Get Drunk &
Fuck,” “80 Reasons,”
“Picture Perfect”—
these are a few titles
you can expect when
attending a C-18 set.
Face melting guitar
riffs and thunderous
beats that force droves
of fans into a unison of
fierce headbanging is a
major pull for the band,
but the songs are about
more than just creating
a party atmosphere.
Don’t get me wrong,
the guys are more than
Citizen 18’s Tony, Dustin, and Jake rock at Hot Peppers in Marion, Ohio.
happy to indulge that
atmosphere, often mixmean, we’re old enough to die for
other guys feed off of each other
ing in a killer AC/DC cover when
the country, but we’re not old
and a new song is born.
time permits, but it’s more than
enough to have a drink.”
Fat Tony and Jake write most of
that. Kristen Oldham had a chance
Kyle Sterling adds, “Yeah, I
the band’s lyrics, and if one of
to discuss some things that are,
mean ninety percent of our govthem comes up with something
“beneath the surface” with the
ernment’s funding is from oil,
new, that’s where a song begins
guys recently, and we at OOTB are
which we’re allowed to die fightand everyone builds around the
ing for, yet there are so many other
words, rather than the sound.
thrilled to bring it to you.
options out there like ethanol, or
The fact is, wherever a song is
The band consists of five memlegalizing marijuana, and the govrooted, these guys were friends
bers, Jake Cary (vocals), Brandon
ernment just ignores it. Then we
before becoming a band, so lack of
Saari (guitar), Fat Tony (bass),
SPEND money to enforce drug
creative chemistry to make it grow
Kyle Sterling (drums), and the
laws that always have, and always
into a song has never been an islatest addition, joining the band in
will be broken.”
sue.
2005, Dustin Levally (guitar). All
Jake sums it up for us “We’re
We’ve mentioned fans love the
of the members have been playing
pissed off we’re old enough to
band’s catchy titles and sound, but
long before C-18 formed, but this
spend money on shit like cigamany songs carry with them
is the first serious project the five
rettes and we can die fighting
meaning that goes beyond simply,
friends have ever really been a part
wars, but we’re not old enough to
“Getting Drunk and Fucking.”
of.
buy a drink after we get off
That song is not only about havJake told us, “Our music has
work?”
ing a good time; it’s more of an
become dynamic since Dustin
anthem each of the members live
joined. Our sound is more brutal,
(Citizen 18, continued next page)

Citizen 18’s Kyle Sterling
These guys aren’t thrilled about
the way the county is ran, and you
can read much more about the
bands mission statement, find
lyrics, and listen to some of the
songs mentioned above at:
www.myspace.com/citizen18.
When asked what they think of
the music scene as a whole, Brandon Saari was able to sum it with
an articulate metaphor, “Tits covered in mayonnaise, and that mayonnaise is quickly being replaced
with chocolate.”
Jake notes a show at Hot Peppers back on Halloween 2006,
where three talents from Marion
played on the same bill, as Kikdown, Scene of the Crime, and C18 put on a memorable night of
heavy music. He said there was an
indescribable connection made
with the fans and all of the bands,
and that was the night the “scene”
was really born.
All of these bands have been
working vigorously since that
evening to make it even better, so
as Brandon said with the chocolate, it’s well on its way.
Dustin had a nice quote when
he told us, “We want our music to
be timeless.”
And with the unique sound and
rebellious message, they’re well
on their way to doing just that. If

the guys aren’t practicing, headlining clubs, or opening for
national talents at bigger venues, they still have to attend
school and work regular jobs to
maintain.
Free time is spent as the guys
enact their own version of a “That
70’s Show circle,” or playing
video games and hanging out.
Also, you’ll often find them
supporting some of their colleagues in the local scene. Their
favorites include Scene of the
Crime, Headchange, Silent Surface, 30-ought-6, and Kikdown to
name a few.
The fact is, these guys play
music, they love music, and they
support music in every way they
can. They’re always mixing with
the crowd before and after sets
drinking and having a good time,
and I highly recommend checking
them out if you haven’t already.
Their schedule of upcoming
shows is also available on the
website, so pick a date and come
on out—you’ll be very glad you
did.

Citizen 18’s Brandon Saari

—Interview By Kristen Oldham
—Written By Matt Monnette
—Photos By Harry STD Free

myspace.com/citizen18

INTERVIEW

Dead To Fall’s aggressive vocalist, Jon Hunt
“I love sharks man! Facts
about sharks, especially the Great
White. I would love to go on
shark diving adventures.”
Jonathan Hunt, lead vocalist of
metal core bandits Dead To Fall,
joins me on his tour van for a brief
chat before his band takes stage as
the headlining act at Little Brothers in Columbus, Ohio.
Jon’s shark fascination can be
heard in the brutal, humorous lines
of “Chum Fiesta,” a shark attack
tale on their latest of three albums,
The Phoenix Throne.
This song is just a sample of
what Dead To Fall has to offer.
Other songs such as “Guillotine
Dream” and “Death and Rebirth”
show their unrelenting ability to
avoid mainstream conformity choruses by forming sophisticated
story based songs.
One aspect about Victory records is there willingness to allow
their artists to make decisions,
including the artwork.
Jon spent some time talking
about the artwork of Paul Romano
and his ability to incorporate Dead
To Fall into visuals. “I was on the
phone picking my beard as Paul
told me his ideas of what he saw

after listening to the album, and
his final piece was amazing.
Every piece of his art ties into our
themes and lyrics,” said Hunt.
Forming in Chicago, Illinois in
1999, Hunt sites Napalm Death,
Symphony X and Earth Crisis as
some influences.
Despite a lengthy list of lineup
changes, such as a more recent
guitarist quitting to go back to
school, Hunt told me, “right now
we have an amazing lineup and
every band member has huge talent that they offer and provide for
our band’s quest for balance.”
Dead To Fall’s onstage aggressive energy is incomparable to
other performers through creating
a huge party atmosphere with fans
running amok and joining Jon onstage to sing along.
“We like to create a party vibe,
like people going all out and pouring beer all over each other, but
not like evoking a macho frat
party,” laughed Hunt. Just off tour
with Kitte, Walls Of Jericho, and
36 Crazyfists, Dead To Fall is currently preparing to head out on a
major European tour in May.
“Dude Party!”
-Written, Photos By Neil Shumate
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INTERVIEW: Nights Like These on album, myspace music
Leaving the cold and entering
the cologne soaked warm tour bus
of Nights Like These, I sit with
lead vocalist Billy Bottom.
On the bus floor I notice tools to
break traveling boredom: video
games, CDs, movies.
It looks like Billy just woke
from a short sleep with messy hair
and a tight blue sweater with a
firm give-a-fuck-less approach.
Billy mentioned that he was
getting a cold. This was the first
stop at Little Brothers in Columbus, Ohio with Victory touring
partners Dead To Fall.
Their Victory debut, The Faithless, has a religious connotation in
the title; however, Bottom explained the album title represents
much more.
“It’s really just a generic title. I
mean we all have our own personal beliefs about God, religion
and so on. But it’s more general,
like losing faith as of now—
nothing to do with religion really,
it’s not an atheist album.”
Nights Like These formed
when they were fifteen years old
and are now approaching 21. Billy
along with Patrick Leatherwood
(drums) and Sebastian Rios (bass)
have been best friends since high
school freshmen.
The current lineup, adding Matt
Qualls (guitar) and Derren Saucier
(guitar), has been together for over
a year.
The Nashville, Tennessee band
incorporates nu metal genres into
their sound and some personal
influences of 311, Deftones, and
Incubus.
Bottom said, “The first band
that really turned me onto our style
was Poison The Well.”
We then got on the topic of
myspace and how some bands take
advantage of it to earn popularity.
“I’d like to see myspace disappear,” laughs Bottom, “

it’s a great tool,
but when agencies pick the
band with the
most plays it’s
bullshit and it
pisses me off.
It’s sad when
myspace
has
made your band
and fan base and
money. I mean,
if we get one
song hit a day
I’m not gonna
kill myself over
it. It’s a good
tool, but sometimes
it’s
abused.”
On
sta ge
Billy rips the
mic apart by
throwing
out
growling emotional
lyrics
with unpredictable signature
changing backing music that
shatters
the
spine. Off stage
he’s a normal
guy.
“When
off
tour I sit in my
room and sleep.
I’m
obsessed
with TV shows
on DVD right now, like
Scrubs and The Office.
It’s all I fuckin’ watch!
I mean the band is 24/7
and the girlfriend is the
other,” said Bottom.
Currently, Nights
Like These is getting a
head start on their new
album with plans to
work on pre-production
in Nashville.
—Written, Photos
By Neil Shumate

On the phone with Aiden: plans for new album, possible Family Values

Fresh off the Rockstar Taste Of
Chaos tour and on an airplane
heading toward Europe, Aiden
continues to spread their allusive
horror show aura and impacting
energy across the globe.
Guitarist Jake Wambold’s broken ankle didn’t even put a cap on
touring.
“I broke my ankle the first
night of the tour and didn’t even
realize it! It started turning black
and purple so I went to the hospital and found out it was broken.
I’m just wearing a cast, but I’m
tough, it doesn’t bother me.”
With the name of the Seattle,
Washington band inspired by a
character in The Ring, the lyrics
and fast paced tempos align to
reflect generally darker themes.
Wambold told me, “wiL (lead
vocalist) writes them about growing up and all that stuff.” He
laughed and said, “you know,
drugs and all that fun stuff.”
Even though they chose the
music industry route after high
school versus the norm of attending a four-year college and obtaining a degree, Aiden’s families are
supportive.
“I’m the old guy, most of them
are 18 or 19 now and they were 15
or 16 when they started out. Our

parents are very supportive even
though they didn’t know where it
was going. It’s a hard business,
but when we started going on tour
they supported us even more,”
said Wambold.
Touring unrelentlesly, traveling from city to city can become
routine, but members of Aiden
spice it up by “walking around
and hanging out with everyone,
reading books, playing video
games, and just fucking with
other people.”
Other band mates laughed hysterically in the background as
Wambold told me that off the
road they’re “into building models, playing magic, Pokemon and
World Of Warcraft!
Jake
(drummer) likes to doodle.”
Wambold reassured me he was
kidding as I suggested Mario
Golf! With three successful albums under their belt (Our
Gang’s Dark Oath, Nightmare
Anatomy, Rain In Hell), the Victory recording artists are currently
on tour in the UK alongside Lost
Prophets with plans to return
home and finish up Conviction—
the new release with more “sing
along songs” due out late July or
early August.
Wambold told me, “we’ll

probably hit the Family Values
Tour over the summer, we’re not
sure yet though.”
When asked about the transition from doing start out shows at
small pizza joints to touring at
large sold out arenas in a short
four year span, Wambold said:
“Everything seems to always be
moving in the right direction, I
mean, we’re not done. Almost
something better and bigger happens—more shows make us better
and help us progress. We never
look at it like this is the best we
can get. We keep trying.”
—Written, Photos
By Neil Shumate

We value
your feedback
Leave us comments
and suggestions
www.myspace.com/
out_of_the_blue646
For Upcoming Local
and National Shows
www.outoftheblue646.
blogspot.com

The Rockstar Taste Of Chaos Tour at Dayton, Ohio’s Hara Arena

Photos from top, left to right:
30 Seconds To Mars, Senses
Fail, Saosin, Chiodos, The
Used, Evaline, Close To Home
Photos taken
by Neil Shumate

IN THE STUDIO

Paper Tiger Studios

Around the age of 15, Bobby Leonard attempted his first recording—using a computer
mic to record a few of his friends rapping, he
had no idea where this would take him.
Seven years later Leonard has now recorded
over forty-five local bands in his own recording
studio called Paper Tiger on the east side of
Columbus, Ohio.
Leonard started out in high school with a
used Tascam 4 track tape recorder then a 16
track digital recorder. “I got to use a spare
barn / garage in the country and recorded
mostly myself and a few bands from high
school. I even recorded a younger Kent Young
(best known from Capital Tragedy and his new
band Buried By Angels) when he sang in his
brother’s band,” said Leonard.
Today Leonard uses
akai dps24 and various
other studio toys for
producing a quality
so und in g p r od uct.
Graduating
from
Marysville in 2002,
Leonard went on to
attend the recording
workshop in Chillicothe, Ohio.
Leonard said the reason he is interested in
recording is “the love of
‘sounds’ in general, and
creating stuff, making
stuff sound the way I
like to hear them. When I
listen to a band I listen to
how it was recorded more
than the band’s music
itself, weird I know, but
that’s how I am, so, get
over it already!”
Many studios charge
bands hourly rates for
their time, but Leonard
takes a different approach.
“I don’t do hourly, that
is good for a band looking
to record a big album with
a producer and lots of
money and want supremo
quality. I charge by the
song which includes mixing and mastering, which
other studios charge extra
per hour for mixing and
an extra fee for mastering.
It seems like it’s subconsciously easier and faster
to record for bands this way,” said Leonard.

As for the studio name, Paper Tiger, Leonard owes it to one of his
favorite bands—Thrice, and their song “Papertigers.” “I originally
wanted it as a name for the band I was in at the time, but they didn’t like
it, so I was like fuck it, I’ll use it for something, and it ended up being
for my studio.”
Leonard has unrevealing plans for the future. “I have plans, don’t
want to discuss them though, in case I don’t go through with them! One
thing I do want to do in the future though is help with distribution.
That’d be kinda cool.”
Bands that have stepped into Paper Tiger include: Call It Even, The
Bride Antoinette, Under One Flag, Bright City, 1931, The Crimson Armada, Tales Of Iscariot, For The Proud, The Epidemic And Her Plague,
The Grace Accord, Intrigue, Safety In Darkness, Empathy For A Cause,
In Tha Cut, What We Are, Collapse At the Front Line, and many others.
The best way to reach Bobby at Paper Tiger studios is through
myspace (myspace.com/papertigerstuidos), or you can contact some of
the bands he has previously recorded.
—Written By Neil Shumate

Moros Eros combines two unlikelies
A talk with vocalist, lyricist Zach Tipton
Connecting “impending doom”
with “love” may denote thoughts
of hopelessness, however, one
Georgia foursome has decided to
use this oxymoron for the name of
their band. Bringing the two opposites together from English to
Greek, the band’s name, Moro
Eros, was created.
Moro Eros encompasses a sophisticated mellow sound with
genuinely thought provoking lyrics.
Zach Tipton, vocalist and lyrical
genius of Moro Eros, took me for
a thrilling, fast talking interview.
The Victory band’s music
started out with a dance vibe then
transitioned to Temptations-esque
indie rock that continued to develop even further. Tipton said
the band was “tired of being pretty
about everything.”
Tipton leaks some religious
influences into the band’s debut I
Saw the Devil Last Night and Now
the Sun Shines Bright.
“I went to a Catholic school
and it opened my eyes to illusions
of what people have. People react
most to extreme things. Extreme
goodness in people’s eyes is good,
and the worst is the devil or hell.
So I relate personal experiences
into reactions of evil,” explained
Tipton.
The ability to offer a fresh
sound with quality lyrics is further
seen in Tipton’s love for books
and eclectic musicians.
Tipton said, “I read a lot of
random stuff like George Saunders, media books, Catch-22, tribute books, A Scanner Darkly. My
favorite Greek myth is Prometheus
because of what he brought to the
people and what happened to him
in the name of helping others. I
don’t listen to many newer things,
but I prefer Tom Waits, Sonic
Youth, funk and jazz. Anything
from At The Drive In to the Pixies,
Modest Mouse, and Talking
Heads. It’s always my attempt to

come up with something that wasn’t out yet. So, no slitting my
wrists or blackening my eyes.
Like Bob Dylan! How he started
was he didn’t hear anything he
liked, so he played music he
liked.”
With critic’s attempts to compare Moros Eros with The Flaming Lips, Tipton responds: “It’s
not The Flaming Lips exactly,
more of a Beatles slash Pet Soundish approach. But I see it some.
As far as my lyrical influences I
like Morrissey and The Smiths.
Like Marilyn Manson’s minor
chords with dark lyrics that support the havoc medium.”
Before following his music aspirations, Tipton weighed out a
number of other options. “I was
going to school for Cosmology. I
could have gone that way or the
other way and I picked music.
NASA Call Tech would have been
another option. It was like two
completely different parts of my
brain and I got more from music.
I only liked one or two sciences,
but all kinds of music. Researchers don’t seem to get much respect
anyway. I also went to film school
for two years.”
Tipton told me he’s been writing constantly for their follow up
album.
Moros Eros is scheduled to
record early summer and release
this fall.
“We’re halfway done with the
next album. We play new songs
already on tour and this record will
have more layers and more atmospheres. We hope to be noticed,
besides the underground crap, not
like a Grammy or Gold, just like
respect from people but a little
from something different, because
it is something different. It will be
nothing like the past—it’ll all be
new.”
—Written By Neil Shumate

Blue October comes
back to Columbus,
this time more shaky

The last time I saw Blue October was at their sold out Newport
Music Hall concert.
At that time vocalist Justin
Furstenfeld’s leg was in a cast.
Some months later the band is
back, this time at The LC
(Lifestyles Community Pavilion)
and this time Justin had a cold.
It was pretty clear that Justin
was under the weather; the Newport performance was much more
invigorating.
All the blame can’t be placed on
Justin though; it may have been
combined with the hollow sound
at the LC.
Nonetheless, the band still went
on to perform their entire set of
indie hits from 2000’s Consent To
Treatment and 2003’s History For
Sale.
The emotional lyrics combined
with the suited up Furstenfeld’s
eye liner and creepy eye-hand coordination made the show more
entertaining, with a performance
emphasis placed on Foiled.
The band from the great state of
Texas will perform at this year’s
Lollapalooza in Chicago.
—Written, Photo By Neil Shumate
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The National Lights, Country Or Emo?
Careening down icy county roads this winter proved to be damn near
impossible. Freezing rain and snow flurries, not to mention early dusk and
dark, made it hard to see, and exaggerated the landscapes: farm fences, old
barns and even older graveyards.
One’s mind and eye wandered (and wondered), thinking about early
pioneers, farmers and the ghosts that they’ve left behind. If this sort of
gypsy-like wandering would have a soundtrack, it would most likely be
music from The National Lights.
A creation of singer/songwriter Jacob Thomas Berns, with help from
multi-task instrumentalist Ernest Christian Kiehne, Jr. and the lovely voice
of Sonya Maria Cotton, this trio is one of two on the new upstart indie label
Bloodshake.
Their newest CD, The Dead Will Walk, Dear, is a collection of songs
written by Berns, recorded and produced by Kiehne. Blending the sounds
of guitars, piano, organ, banjo and lap steel, The National Lights bring us
yet another chapter in modern American folk music.
Harkening the eerie specters of America's past – and awesome 80s
slasher flicks with the title – the disk has some beautiful music. Genteel,
with occasional swells make it a perfectly relaxing listen.
One of my favorites, “Buried Treasure” is saccharine-sweet pop/rock/
folk with a great chorus in the vein of Ryan Adams or Travis. Gems like
this are often found as fodder for background noise in film. Kudos.
But to be brutally honest, Dead is nothing new if you’ve heard the stylings of Sam Beam or Nick Drake; in fact, the song “O, Ohio” is awfully
akin to one from the Iron & Wine/Calexico split. Actually, you could get
lost between the two albums.
The lyrics can be overbearingly adolescent, sounding like a lovesick
scenester’s journal (“A black heart and a loaded gun/I guess that’s part of
growing up/In a Midwest town”).
If I hear one more reference to blood, guns or bones, someone is really
going to get it. Nowadays there are bumper stickers and t-shirts reading,
“Country is the New Emo.” They don’t even know how right they are
when it comes to music like The National Lights.
—Written By Nicholas Messer

“My advice to bands is to play as many shows as possible and who
cares if people talk shit. If they do talk shit the band’s obviously good
because they’re spending time talking about the band. Don’t quit.
Anything and everything is possible, and find the right dudes to be in a
band with.” —Jake Wambold, Aiden
“Play wherever and whenever you get the opportunity. No
place is too small. We started out in basements and playing
parties. Don’t take it too seriously or it becomes a job,
something you end up hating.” —Jon Hunt, Dead To Fall
“Really stick with it. I was in a band when I was 12 for
two years. It was a dark period in my life and I didn’t
think I’d ever play again after that. But I kept persevering
and sticking with it. It will happen.” — Sean, Endwell

NIN: Year Zero
Every few years or so I get to
pick up an album that always seems
to hold more significance to me than
other works of musical art.
These albums in fact, are from
none other than Nine Inch Nails.
Never in my life has such any artist
appealed to me in a way that the harmonious brutality of all Trent
Reznor's uniquely synthesized songs,
and just recently, I picked up my
copy of the newest installment titled
Y e a r
Z e r o .
Like I do with all of the Nine Inch
Nails albums when they first come
out, I put it in the disc player, press
play, and lie back to prepare for yet
another industrial soundscape and
once again, it pierces in a way that I
can’t truly describe.
The album starts off with a track
titled "Hyperpower,” which to me
seems to express the dominatrix of
an extreme super-power (aka: The
United States) and how it's advanced
and unstoppable. So powerful in fact
that it will soon be ravaged by its
own power. Totally wiping out everything (which the end of the track
signifies just before it moves into the
second track titled "The Beginning
of the End").
Yessir, after I finished listening to
the album from start to finish I was
more than satisfied with it. Once
again, I found the music totally appealing, not to mention more advanced than any form of music out
there today.
Trent Reznor truly is a master of
his craft, and what his creations portray is a very in-depth look into a
world in which we’re all a part of
(and yet some remain oblivious to).
His music is breakthrough as well as
inspiring, and it has never sounded
better.
Parts of it sound really raw and
primal, while other parts are more
syncopated and dancy like "God
Given.” Regardless of the emotion
that drives each song, they all deliver.
I advise you to take it in at your
own pace, and don't be alarmed if
some of the content scares you.
—Written By Zac Tennar

An interview
with Endwell

What’s shakin’ on the music wires

All the characteristics of a full
bred New Yorker reside in the
heavy melodic thrashes of Victory
recording artists Endwell.
Growing up in the Big Apple’s
hardcore scene, Endwell’s lead
vocalist Sean knows how to
control the mic in this perplexing
original band.
In a recent phone conversation,
Sean told me, “There are so many
ways you can do the breakdowns
and melodic parts, and it’s hard to
be original.
You just gotta play what you
wanna hear. I feel like what we do
is take on some influences we like
and go out there and rock as hard
as we can and be ourselves.”
Some of their music tastes,
including Pantera, Poison The
Well and Bayside, can be noted on
the band’s Victory debut, Homeland Insecurity.
With no particular message
embedded in the album, Sean said
that it is a “great timeless hard
rock album that we love to play
live and we have fun doing it.”
Endwell gained recognition for
their work with producer Jay
Baumgardner (Orgy, Slipknot,
Papa Roach, Coal Chamber).
“We really didn’t know what to
expect, he has a pretty big name
for himself. We got to L.A. and
we went into a rehearsal room for
three days and wrote in four
weeks. He was really digging it.
We recorded two songs previously
released on the EP and wrote ten
new songs for the album. During
those four weeks we wrote from
like 12pm-8pm nonstop,” said
Sean.
Since he was twelve years old
Sean has been in a number of
bands and he said he has accepted
the mainstream sacrifices of “the
life that most people expect you to
live: go to school, work a 9-5, and
get a Masters. This is all we
wanna do and we knew what we
were stepping into, and we have
gone into it full force.”
Endwell is currently on tour
with It Dies Today and The Human Abstract.
—Written By Neil Shumate

In between Taste of Chaos and being one of the hottest front men in alternative rock, Jared Leto of 30 Seconds to Mars took some time to film the
movie Chapter 27. The singer gained 60lbs for the role (he’s still hot) of
Mark David Chapman, the man who shot John Lennon. The controversial
film will open sometime next year.
The Police recently reunited at the Grammy Awards. Copeland and Sommers wanted what every member of a previously well known 80’s band
wants—a bone or several million from the lead singer who made it massively big and has a million or five to spare for his old friends. The band
will also embark on a Tour this summer. Unfortunately no date for Columbus, but a quick two and half hour drive (I know this route all too well) up
route 71 on July 16th, you will be able to get your fix!
The unthinkable happened recently when I turned on MTV and was treated
to a live performance of “Freak on a Leash.” Being that I am a huge Korn
fan, normally I would be extremely excited, however, the performance was
Unplugged. A feat that I didn’t know was possible, further confirming my
fears and suspicions that Jonathan Davis has truly gone bonkers. Subsequently, there is an album out as well that features Korn favorites such as;
“Got the Life” and “Twisted Transistor.” Unfortunately it’s missing the
love anthem known as A.D.I.D.A.S.
Just when you thought Mike Shindoa had abandoned ship for the hip-hop
world with his side project Fort Minor, Linkin Park will be releasing a new
album entitled, “Minutes to Midnight.” The album is set to be released on
May 15, and a subsequent tour will follow.
Can anyone save Van Halen from a cesspool of malfunction? The band, set
to go on tour with David Lee Roth and celebrate their recent Rock Hall induction quickly fizzled with constant fighting in typical Van Halen fashion.
(Will the line up now change to Sammy Hagar?) A few weeks later, Eddie
Van Halen entered an undisclosed rehab facility to deal with issues related
to alcoholism. I wish him the best, but once this is over and done with, can
we please have a tour where no one wants to kill anyone one or will you
please cut your losses and break up? Please and Thank You!
The Smashing Pumpkins of 90’s fame is making a comeback with a new
album on July 7th of ‘07 entitled, Zeitgiest. The band that has been on hiatus
for some time unfortunately has had some lineup changes. James Iha the
guitarist and D'Arcy Wretzky the bassist so far have not shown up for this
go round. Lucky for us, Billy Corgan is here because it simply wouldn’t be
Smashing Pumpkins without him.
Shocking rock fans all over the nation was the recent announcement from
Camp Osbourne that Ozzfest will be free this year. While details have not
yet been announced as to how to get tickets, one can only imagine the horrors of trying to get them. Bands appearing this year include Lamb of God,
Hatebreed and Lordi. The tour makes its stop in Columbus on Wednesday,
August 8th.
Chris Cornell has left the band Audioslave. This news makes me sad however there is talk of new Rage against the Machine Material. Unfortunately,
prospects of a potential Soundgarden reunion sound bleak and unlikely.
Here’s to hoping for one last performance of “Black Hole Sun” and
"Spoonman!”
Rock on the Range has been announced for Columbus, Ohio on May 19th
at Crew Stadium. The event (the only one of its kind) will feature acts such
as ZZ Top, Velvet Revolver, Three Days Grace, Buckcherry and more.
Last but not least, Fall Out Boy is handing out some anatomy. This time
though it won’t be in the form of obtuse pictures of a boy in desperate need
of a special haircut. The band will be offering a special commemorative
poster at each of their tour stops to one lucky fan. The poster, meant to inspire and promote blood donation, was made with special ink that included
the unique ingredient of the band member’s own blood. Not just Pete’s either—the whole band! —Compiled, Written By Erin Nye
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“Talkin’ bout my generation”
What the hell is new wave?

Over the past thirty years, we have seen
the cycle of nostalgia repeat itself with
very predictable results. As each generation approaches middle age and seizes positions of influence in the media, they use
it as a means of publicly pining for their
young and innocent past. Generally speaking, it is a much-idealized look back at a
time two decades previous. In the seventies, we saw fifties nostalgia in the form of
“American Graffiti” and “Happy Days.”
In the eighties, it was much reminiscence
about Motown, The Beatles, hippies,
Woodstock and other cultural detritus from
the sixties. In the nineties, remembering
the polyester days of disco suddenly became trendy. Now, we are seeing the
youth of the eighties recalling the excesses
of The Reagan Years through rose-colored
glasses.
Of course, each generation has a very
selective memory of their teen years, reminding us of only the most positive and
romantic aspects of that decade, even if
they existed only in popular mythology.
Even though films like “Grease” lead us to
believe that fifties teenagers were guys
with ducktail haircuts and leather jackets
and girls with ponytails and poodle skirts
who bopped to Elvis and Chuck Berry, the
reality was far less idealistic. In truth,
there were far more young men with crew
cuts who hated that cursed “jungle music”
while living in fear of nuclear annihilation
by those filthy Godless Commies! Then
again, memories this bleak are not very
commercial—they can’t be sold to a
younger generation with no real memory
of that past.
As a senior member of Generation X, I
am now seeing my peers sell an equally
idealized vision of our adolescence and
college years. They paint a very rosy picture of the eighties as being exactly like
any John Hughes film from that era. To
believe this mythology, all eighties teens
were apple-cheeked youth with unisex
blow-dried hair, fluorescent colored Izod
clothing, and plenty of Members Only
jackets. As for their music of choice, it has
become lumped together as “new wave.”
While that was a legitimate term in the
eighties, it has since become twisted into
something very inaccurate but highly commercial for sale to today’s kids, who weren’t even born during that decade.
As I thumb through music store bins, I
see plenty of nostalgic collections purporting to be some sort of definitive new wave

compilation. Then I look at the contents. I
see plenty of songs by the likes of Duran
Duran, Culture Club, A Flock of Seagulls,
Frankie Goes to Hollywood, Animotion,
Men Without Hats, and Kajagoogoo. In
other words, they are the androgynous and
synthesizer-oriented groups who became
popular in America after the advent of
MTV in 1982. Funny, I seem to recall that
“new wave” meant something very different back then.
My story starts in the late winter of
1979. I was a frustrated fourteen-year-old
Beatles fan who took a lot of crap from my
schoolmates over my love of a defunct
band. I tried to take an interest in their musical tastes, but arena rock like Styx and
heavy metal like Kiss just did not do it for
me. I approached my 24-year-old brother
for advice on seeking out some truly hip
contemporary bands to share with my buddies.
As we discussed my musical laments in
a Wendy’s on a Friday night, I realized that
I loved the innocence and simplicity of The
Beatles and other sixties bands, and longed
for something new along those lines. Of
course, my older brother had an answer.
He told me about a movement taking place
in New York and London called “new
wave.” It was all about young musicians
who shared my frustrations with the current
state of rock and wanted to return to the
stripped-down and poppy sounds of the
sixties.
My brother then told me about a review
he read in “Rolling Stone” of a young British band called The Jam. He explained that
the reviewer described them as “a cross
between the early Who and Kinks.” The
article also stated that The Jam were part of
a sixties “mod revival” that was sweeping
England. Much like The Who and Kinks,
The Jam wore matching suits, skinny ties,
and styled their hair in what we now call a
Julius Caesar, but what we facetiously referred to as a “Charlie Watts haircut” back
then.
The next afternoon, we went to a record
store on the Ohio State University campus
and bought a copy of the album in question,
“All Mod Cons.” By the time we finished
playing it, I was infatuated with The Jam
and their bouncy-but-slashing mod anthems. I wanted to hear more and discover
other bands that were part of this marvelous
movement.
By fall, a few of these so-called new
wave bands had made inroads to the
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American Top 40. The first was The
Knack, who were touted as the new
Beatles, thanks to their bouncy melodies
and matching suits. Next was Blondie,
whose manic drummer made them sound
a lot like The Who, but were fronted by
a gorgeous woman who resembled a
combination of Marilyn Monroe and
Greta Garbo. I quickly purchased their
latest hit singles and gobbled up every
music magazine available to learn about
these fascinating new bands.
After reading several issues of
“Creem” and “Hit Parader,” I learned
that this new wave was an outgrowth of
punk rock! This surprised me, as I had
previously hated punk, based upon a
CBS News story on The Sex Pistols.
The reporter kept discussing their criminal past while showing a badly-shot concert clip with atrocious audio. I mistakenly thought they were an inept copy of
Kiss! With my curiosity piqued, I read
further, and learned that ultra-modern
bands that used electronic synthesizers
instead of guitars were also part of the
new wave. I suddenly realized that I was
seeing the future before my very eyes.
As the eighties dawned, I realized
that so-called new wave music could be
divided into three camps. First came the
raw, which consisted of caustic punk
bands like The Ramones, Clash, and Sex
Pistols. Secondly came the retro—
groups such as the aforementioned Jam,
Knack, and Blondie who seemed to be
reinventing sounds of the past for a
whole new generation. Lastly came the
original, the electronic synthesizer bands
whose cold and detached minor chord
melodies were made all the more novel
by their use of clever mechanical beeps
and boops. These included The Cars,
Devo, and Gary Numan.
While the eighties kicked off with a
number of these strangely wonderful
new groups in the pop charts, this success seemed short-lived. By mid-year,
most new wave had disappeared from
the radio in favor of more mainstream
sounds like disco, arena rock, and crossover country. Popular punk legend has it
that President Jimmy Carter disapproved
of daughter Amy taking an interest in
this new music, so the chief executive
was rumored to have told his cabinet, “I
don’t like this new wave thing. Stop
punk rock!” Personally, I find it all
(New Wave, continued, next page)

BATTLE FOR
THE COVER
bollocks. It was simply a case of commercial radio allowing consultants to tell them
what to play so not to risk offending the vast majority of Baby Boomer listeners who
did not want to be jolted out of their mellowed-out seventies comfort zone.
Entering high school in the fall of 1980, I was enthralled by all three camps quite
equally. Like any good teen into a new musical movement, I emulated their fashion
sense. My feathered fluff hairstyle was shorn into an inch-long ska cut and I traded
my polyester shirts, flared trousers, and sleeveless sweaters for button-down Oxfords,
baggy twill slacks and skinny ties—worn at half-mast, of course. Most of my schoolmates thought I had completely lost my mind. New wave was nothing more than a
joke to them. Then again, since they were mostly stoners and metal-heads, their opinions meant nothing to me. Even more so for the clean-cut preppie wannabes who kept
asking why I never wore designer jeans, Izod sweaters, or anything “sporty.” If only
they understood.
Even though a few new wave bands did continue to crack the American Top 40,
namely The Police, The Vapors, and The Pretenders, they seemed like anomalies. For
nearly two years, I kept wishing that new wave would catch on, get airplay, and make
other teens aware of my world. Unsuspectingly on August 1, 1981, I got my wish.
An experiment in cable broadcasting called Music Television, or MTV for short,
signed on. Youth culture was about to change irreversibly.
As I entered my senior year in the fall of 1982, many of my classmates started
humming melodies by various new wave bands broadcast on MTV. I started noticing
some underclassmen actually dressing the part with skinny ties, short skirts, spiky
hairstyles and concert T-shirts with hip band names, like The Psychedelic Furs or
Madness, on them. However, all was not happy in my world.
Hungering for information on these cool new musicians, I began reading a British
import teenybopper magazine called “Smash Hits.” The new trends I saw coming
from England concerned me. It was obvious that punk rock and retro bands (like ska,
rockabilly, and power pop) were falling out of vogue and being replaced by something called “new romantic.” This new breed of pop stars dressed in very effeminate
and foppish fashions, wore big and ornate dyed hairstyles, painted their faces, and
played a highly electronic form of dance music that sounded a little too close to disco
for my comfort. Soon, one of these acts would become overnight sensations thanks to
their very elaborate videos on MTV. They were Duran Duran, whose slick good
looks and androgynous fashion sense made thirteen-year-old girls swoon over these
sexually benign manufactured idols.
By the time I graduated from high school in 1983, true new wave seemed like history. Punk and retro bands like The Buzzcocks, The Jam, Blondie, and Rockpile had
broken up. Their place was taken by even more effete synthesizer players such as A
Flock of Seagulls, Frankie Goes to Hollywood, and Kajagoogoo. While I had once
enjoyed synth pop for its novel originality, I was now finding these bands unbearably
pretentious. Their electronic noodling seemed to have nothing to do with rock ‘n’ roll
and their songwriting was self-indulgent and just plain bad.
For better or worse, gimmicky videos on MTV gave these “new music” groups
smash hits in the United States. Many songs by these bands ended up on the soundtracks to massively popular teenage movies, such as “The Breakfast Club” and “Pretty
in Pink.” The raw and the retro were quickly forgotten as yesterday’s college kid fads
while mascara wearing “artistes” programming dance beats into drum machines became the memorable face of new wave.
Of course, some twenty years later, these massively popular Top 40 idols are selectively remembered by aging Gen X’ers as “new wave,” while the genuine innovators
like Graham Parker and Elvis Costello are relegated to the obsessions of rock snobs in
squalid record shops everywhere. That is truly a sad shame, because the marketing
forces behind eighties nostalgia are cheating the general public out of a lot of awesome music whose time has finally come. —Written By Jim Hutter
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SintheticEDITS
Its one of those days, you know the kind where there isn't a whole
hell of a lot to do so you spend the majority of it just trying to keep
yourself entertained. Yeah, that's the type of day that I am trying to push
to its fullest. I was hoping to spend my day with a certain female friend
but it didn't exactly come into play today and it sucks but oh well I
guess, there will be another time.
I tell ya, I have rather interesting relationships and to some they
would come off as sleezy, immoral, pointless or whatever, and to those
people, I'd like to say "keep filling your life with its overwhelming bullshit decorokay?" So many people seem to have difficulty grasping the
fact that I am not a man that is looking for love, family, commitment,
and all that fairy tale hogwash that people try and force to function in a
world where the only thing that seems to rule out everthing else is dysfunction. Peace, harmony, perfection, and all of the illusions that people
cling to in order to build a relationship are as pointless as trying to milk
a fuckin bull, unless of course your just doing it to release something
and then go about your day.
The problem nowadays is that people try to make infatuation out to
be something far more than what it is. Write this down: Nothing stays
the same and will indeed change as days go by. People have been spoon
fed this "grow up, get married, start a family" bullshit since before my
grandparents were born and we live in an age where divorces are more
common than marriages. Also, did you know that the majority of all
marriages end because of adultery? Now, maybe it's just me, but reading fuckin signs is something I excel at, so let me assure
you, the kind of relationships I have never reach the point of no return, and also, bullshit doesn't seem to play any part whatsoever in my "relationships," no matter how "flawed" they may appear to you. Let me go into detail: I have this one female friend
who is really a great friend and probably always will be, and what preserves that is the fact that neither of us bullshit one another
at any given moment at any given time of any given day—we keeps it real yo!! Both of us are adult enough and secure enough
with ourselves to just let what "is" be and what "isn't" never be.
You see, I think one of the cruelest things in the world is to make someone believe that they mean so much to you just so
sometime on down the road you can do something to assure them that what they came to believe is nothing but a bunch of gibberish to keep you wrapped and questionless until they find someone else who digests bullshit easier than you do. My point is
this: which is the more adult thing to do? Act on impulses and act on them naturally, or allow your impulses to dilute you
enough to try and make something special and long lasting out of something that will fade away as easily as a warm summer
breeze? A lot of people in relationships fall into the entrapment cycle.
Their feelings and self- proclaimed love for somebody seems to come off a lot more as trying to control somebody. Relationships fail nowadays because people acquire a partner like acquiring property. They get wrapped up in this "Mine" mentality
and shit gets unhealthy. I personally don't see the love in any of these relationships. I sense discomfort, anger, bitterness, stress,
resentment, and regret more than I sense love, so who are these people to tell me I'm a fuckin sleezeball, player, manwhore, or
whatever. You call em what you will but I call em typically mature adult relations so blow me. Bet some of you didn't know that
I currently have sexual relations with a married woman.
I know a good majority of people would be quick to label that as wrong and immoral but yet they'll go home tonight and
spend 4 hours fighting about the cooking time for a goddamn TV dinner. Everyone is free to feel about things however the hell
they wanna feel about it but just let me clarify that the women that I have any kind of relationships with never cross my mind as
being property, an object, bitch, whore, control freak or any of that shit and do you know why? It's because none of these relationships are developed out of bullshitting the other person and that, in my eyes, is respect. When you respect someone through
and through and care for them, you never try and claim ownership over them, you never try and control or manipulate them. You
allow them to be them and be free to be who and what they are.
Long term relationships on the other hand, ladies n gentlemen, kill that. I develop strong feelings for some of the women that
I meet and I admit that some part of me ponders on turning it into something more. What keeps me from doing that though, honestly, is seeing them smile. I know that they are smiling because they are free and perhaps maybe they are smiling because of
me. Either way I know that I wanna preserve that above all other things, therefore, I never claim them as my own. Loving is a
selfless action, not a selfish one.
Your friendly neighborhood sinner,
The one and only.....
.....SINthetichead3000 (Zac Tennar)

Saturday, May 19th
OSUM MAY DAY ‘07
Where? OSUM Student Center
Cost? Free
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Last Minute Notice
Aera Lee
Thursday, June 7—
Saturday, June 9th
Allbiz Label Showcase
Where? Whiskey Dicks in
Columbus, OH
Friday, June 8th –
Saturday, June 9th
4th Annual Door Slammer
Where? The Farm
in Allensville, OH
Cost? $15, Free Camping
Bands?
XFactor1
Bobaflex
More TBA!
Thursday, June 14th—
Saturday, June 16th
Festival On The Green
Where? Marion, OH
Cost? Free
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Alex Sheridan & CIE Breeze
Mayavriupa
Radio Pirates
Ghengis Green
Justin VanCooney
More TBA!
Friday, June 22nd—
Sunday, June 24th
Carnival Of Chaos
Where? Carriage House Nite Club
in Louisville, OH
Cost? $15
Friday, October 12—
Saturday, October 13th
Punkapalooza
Where? Montgomery County Fairgrounds in Dayton, OH
Cost? $10 per day, camping
30+ Bands!
myspace.com/Punkapalooza
Full Preview next issue of OOTB!

With this summer’s Allbiz Label Music Showcase around the corner,
Sagabu offers up some usable tips to prepare and participate
Allbiz is bringing Columbus another
stab at possible success in the game of
industry music. I really don’t see any
other company going out of their way to
bring music industry (aside from production) to this region. These fellas get
my respect and it's worker bees like
these that this region needs to break into
the game.
Below are the cold hard facts that
need to be recognized in order to take
what Allbiz is bringing to the next level.
Take it seriously and conform if you
intend on achieving your dreams.
Cold, hard facts about showcasing. Is
it really for you? Read this and then
make that decision. It really all depends
on what you expect from it and your
dedication in doing your part to make it
happen.
A Showcase is not a contest nor battle of the bands/fans.
Here is what is promised, contracted,
and delivered from the A&R`s.
1: They all give you FREE seminars
before the showcasing starts every
night. To me this is still the most vital
part of the event and it's FREE to anyone that brings their asses there. The
info is golden and it's very disappointing
that most bands and fresh managers
don't even take the time to attend these
FREE seminars. What you miss in these
valuable talks is the chance to get inside
of an A&R`s mind and get the feel for
what they expect from a band. You can
come, listen, take notes, and ask any
question related to music as a business,
and they will answer with bold truth.
They cover everything like A.S.C.A.P.
advantages, when to get an attorney
involved, becoming an LLC, demo
packs, trade marking, marketing, touring, and all details of what an A&R is
required to have in order to taxi your
package to a label prez. Showing up
without a pen and paper or recorder
ensures you'll only retain half the info,
especially if you're baked.
Lack of attendance by local musicians in the past shows me that bands
think they already have it are not serious
on a realistic level. I get to hear everybody bitch after the show about this and
that, when it was all explained in the
seminars they chose not to attend. Hearing it from me is one thing, but hearing
it from an A&R adds substance. Are
today’s musicians really that far out of

touch with industry requirements???
BE AT THE SEMINARS, IT`S
FREE!!!
2: They are contracted to critique
your live demo. Not your demo pack
(press kit). They critique your look,
sound, music, and performance only.
They are not there to sign you! No
A&R would contract to contract,
that's just absurd to even assume that
an A&R would fly your demo to their
boss without the band being a total
package (covered below). Their critique is golden if can swallow your
pride long enough to absorb what
they are saying and put it to good use.
Most musicians are not able to get
over their own egos because every
band thinks they are the best there,
but this is always subjective. Some do
and conform over time always keeping it in the back of their heads. So
what if they said the same thing about
the other two bands the night before
and after you, most bands share the
same common issues and that’s a
fact. Rest assured they likely only
scratched the surface. The reps are
not going to candy coat their opinions
for you. They are just letting you
know why they would/would not taxi
your band. That's
freekin gold and worth every penny
invested.
Total Package: If you are expecting
to get signed from a showcase, then
bring a total package to even be considered. An A&R will not taxi a band
without a total package even if you
really impressed them. Even then
they expect you to get your ducks in a
row. Those that attended the seminars
would know this, but 97% of the
band members playing the showcases
don't think it was important enough
or worth their time to even come
(FACT).
At all three of the last showcases
some bands were given contact info
and asked to have their manager have
their lawyer send them the legal
documents on the band. The documents being: trade mark register for
band name (someone else may own
your band's name), LLC status
(makes you a legal business), BPA
(bet no one knows what the fuck that
is), last year's tax info (proves merch
sales and business win or loss), and

Manger or Indie label and all other
binding contracts. Closed doors
right out of the hole for these good
bands, because they didn't even
have that or even a clue on how to
obtain these vital elements though
my past blogs have covered these
topics. Sad indeed and it's my goal
to break that issue that is holding
bands and primarily this region
back.
Bottom line: If you want the true
professional's opinion of your band's
performance, music, image, sound,
potential for industry, then showcasing is priceless. Just leave your egos
at home so you may gain knowledge
instead of being blinded by your
own fortitude.
If you hope (never expect) that an
A&R will take interest in you for
taxi to their boss, bring a total package and
your management, with proof.
If an A&R is indeed impressed
with your music, images, and performance, they may watch your
band for up to three years to develop
that total package if you are lucky.
They may or may not tell you this,
but generally they will give you
contact info to report your developments. Leave a message if they don't
answer and don't tell them about
every gig you do. As long as you are
getting a voice mail, they are listening. They only want to hear the legal
mumbo jumbo and see you conform
in short time. Most of what they
require only takes a few afternoons
with a lawyer and a year of hardcore
touring to let them know you mean
and can do business. Don't stop updating them until you get no voice/
e-mails returned. Keep them informed on major sponsorship deals,
other label interests, industry events
attended/played, etc. If you don't
conform and fast, you will lose the
eyes on you. Outta sight, outta
mind.
Rule of thumb: Just don't walk in
like you are the best band in America and deserve to be signed a mega
deal because your girlfriends/
groupies dig you. That's ludicrous.
You gotta earn that shit and it`s
more to do with investments made
and counted (numbers) and PROOF.

Ain`t no one just gonna hand you a contract because you think your band is the
best and you sold thousands in merch
with no PROOF. This is where most
bands are confused about a showcases
purpose and that leads to anger and egotistical BS rumors. Walk into this being
realistic about your band's potential in
business, as they are seeking legal business beyond a good demo or performance.
Insider info and tips: I had a small
pow-wow with the reps the Sunday morning after the last showcase at the Embassy, as well as several leisure conversations throughout the showcase. All three
reps stated that it was by far one of the
best showcases they have ever attended
music/production wise. Their main concern was lack of business ethics in the
region amongst the bands and that's something we are working on. "Good bands"
they said, "but none ready for taxi on all
ends.”
Eric Speck (returning for 2nd time)
with Island/Def-Jam/Ace-Fu Records
stated, "I want to shop Columbus because
no one else is. There's great music here."
He also stated that he wants to find a
modern Hell-Mutt (if anyone can remember that hard rock band from the 80`s),
but that's not all he's looking for. Between
Island, Def-Jam, and his own generated
Ace-Fu, the genre needs are very broad.
That dude means real business.
From what I'm told, Sean Roberts with
Childlike management (formerly w/TVT)
signed Sighlo and Evil Engine #9 to management deals following the last showcase and was nibbling on another. These
bands should have the dire
tion they need now. Let's keep our fingers
crossed.
David Wilkes (third time returning) is
seeking modern jazz artists, fusion, pop,
light rock, hip-hop, and anything that
won't make his ears bleed. He is president
of Koch Records. That dude has
Grammy's under his belt. His resume
reads like a music hero, and I have the
utmost respect for that fella. Nice guy too
and won't snub you like most younger
reps will. He had a few favorites like Yellow Delicious (played two showcases and
likely this one) and 30 OT 6 (played the
first showcase).
Sam Taylor is now with Warner Chappell Records and will be in house. This
company is one of the largest publishing
companies in the world.

This is not an average gig. This is
an evaluation of your band's potential
and the education you need to maximize that potential. Nothing more on
the surface, nothing less. It can be
used to your advantage, or you can
take it as a diss. Either way, we have
much to learn before we can break
this region into the prime time hotspot. This is the best place to start, and
if you can draw 30 fans, it`s free and
looks good.
Keep in mind that these reps are
indeed contracted and paid to do what
I have outlined in paragraphs #1 and
#2. Nothing more, nothing less. These
guys ain't cheap when you add the
costs of air-fair, taxi, hotel, food, entertainment (Hi-Class strip clubs ain't
cheep ya know), etc. Allbiz treats
them like Kings with good intent.
The registration fee only makes
sure that all aspects for a good production are there and the last three
events have pulled off very smoothly.
Allbiz does not trim the corners and is
out to impress you and the label reps
as they have bands for sale as well
under their management. They are
seeking "The Big Break" too and have
a good plan from a management
status.
Remember you get 30 tix to sell to
subsidize the costs, or I highly recommend just giving them to your truest
fans that will be there to support you
through thick and thin no matter what.
Nowhere else will you find this service. For the cost of taking the stage
in a decent club, you can be seen,
heard and evaluated by true music
reps that are practicing in the game.
The seminars are worth the costs
alone. It`s up to you to make it worth
the effort. No matter what stage your
band is at, there's something to gain
here and that's knowledge, experience,
good pro advice, and a great time. The
more business savvy you are, the better chances of reaching your dreams.
To those that are not realistic about
the intentions of a showcase, expect to
be disappointed if you can`t take constructive criticism. Don't cry to me
about it. Fix it.
I do this for free and of my own
recognizance. I actually started with
reviews (see my archived blogs) and
was looking to expose every weakness

I could find. The only weaknesses I
found had to do with the bands lack
of general knowledge and the drunk
interns hanging on the reps. The
drunk interns are gone, but the
bands still need educated. I donate
my time and am not affiliated with
Allbiz other than assisting with
bringing the best strong performing
and organized bands. I have goals
myself and recognize opportunity
when I see it and thank Allbiz for
letting me be a part of their top
notch production, and so should
you. I have a great time and each
time I learn more about the game of
music. You just can`t buy this at
Wally Mart.
So read this two more times and
be realistic of what you expect from
showcasing.
"An A&R never stops being an
A&R."
Contact me here with any questions. If you are managed or on an
Indie Label, definitely have your
manager contact me. I`m seeking
your band right now. I'll do my best
to make sure you are placed where
needed in a reserved block. This is
my primary focus this year with my
assistance, and I'm screening bands
for total packages. Out of state
bands with management, contact me
here w/phone#.
If you just want to go ahead to
the Allbiz web sight, you can register at this link:
w w w . a l l b i z e g . c o m /
Music_Showcase.html Returning
artists scroll down for a discount.
Read my archived blogs for
further enlightenment.
www.myspace.com/sagabu
“Support local music,
even if it sux.” Sagabu

Thursday, June 7 thru
Saturday, June 9th
Allbiz Label Showcase
at Whiskey Dicks in
Columbus, OH

Q&A on this summer’s Second Annual OMFG, Hosted by Hannibal
This summer there will be a "can’t
miss" rock festival in Mt. Vernon,
OH. Perhaps you may have heard a
thing or two about O.M.F.G. but
still don’t know what it is exactly.
Well you’re in luck. I recently had
the chance to sit down with OMFG
co-founder and Mayavirupa front
man, Stephen Ray. It took a lot to
get him to put down his guitar and
beer but I got the scoop out of him.
Here’s what I found out for ya.
Q: What is OMFG?
A: O.M.F.G. is the second coming
of a music festival that has been
held in Mount Vernon, Ohio. Free
camping and free spirits coming
together to celebrate the best original rock the Midwest has to offer.
What we focus on is promoting the
best original music that we can
find in the Ohio Valley region and
putting them on the stage. In order
to get on the bill you must have an
undeniable reason to be there. This
is not a Metal fest— Ohio already
has a couple dozen of those. This is
a Rock fest. There are no rules or
expectations that predetermine
what a fan is going to experience.
Music should have no rules nor do
we believe it shall. When someone
goes to a concert they want to be
blown away, not annoyed or
melancholy. The only way of experiencing that rush is to feel the
music... not be told what it is.
Q: Who is involved with the event?
A: This is a Kickassrock production. It’s co-produced by Beaux
Horde of Biffin Boarders and myself. We have so many great people and companies involved contributing to the cause. Gary Anagnostis, from completeweb.net, will
be running sound for the second
consecutive year, and A.J. Pfeiffer
will be managing the stages. This
year will feature the local rock icon
and radio personality Hannibal
(from 99.7FM The Blitz) as a guest
D.J.! Guitar Center has stepped in
assuring marketing materials and a
helluva stage show, Ironwood productions will be filming the entire
event to showcase the bands via
the internet, and of coarse your

magazine, Out Of The Blue. We
have been blessed to receive an
overwhelming amount of support
from recording studios, radio stations, and various promotion companies looking to help get the
word out. They will not be named
until official announcements are
arranged.
Q: What bands will be performing
and what, if any, other entertainment will be there?
A: Pets Or Meat, Snowblynd, The
FM’s, Swamp Jeuce, Big Nasty,
and Mayavirupa to name a few.
There are several others that have
yet to be confirmed… it’s really
hard to find the perfect acts. The
quality of a group is crucial. We
want people to get their money's
worth. Currently, we are looking
into other forms of entertainment
too. There is talk of possibly adding some fire spinners, a stripper
pole contest, and the best fireworks Kentucky has to offer. We
constantly ask ourselves what we
would want to see at a Kickassrock show….besides alcohol, but
that goes without saying.
Q: You mentioned alcohol, what
types of drinks will be available
and what other types of refreshments and food will be there?
A: Your standard variety of domestic drafts and sodas will be
available as well as a good assortment of food vendors. If you’re
thirsty or hungry we gotcha covered. Anyone of age is welcome
to B.Y.O.B., GLASS IS NOT
PERMITTED.
Q: How much will it cost to get
into OMFG and how do we go
about getting tickets?
A: Tickets given to all performing
bands have a face value of $15.
Check the OMFG MySpace page
for the official list of bands and
contact any one of them for tickets. There is a strict 750 person
capacity this year so the sooner
you get your ticket the better. A
limited amount of tickets will be
available at the gates.

Q: When is OMFG? A: July 14th.
Gates will open at 11am and entertainment begins at 12pm and
will continue until 2am. The after
party will last as long as you do.
Q: How did OMFG get started?
A: After seeing the similarities in
other festivals it was a matter of
time before something had to happen. A collaboration between
Beaux Horde and myself had
sparked the entire event. Kickassrock Productions had planned on
doing a festival, and it just so happened that the Biffin borders
wakeboarding team was in the
mood to party, four kegs and a
flat bed semi trailer later OMFG
was born. Beaux’s family owns
land that’s adequate for the festival. He had approached Kickasssrock after seeing a few Mayavirupa shows, and that was it.
With humble beginnings we hope
the festival will continue to grow
year to year and become a stage
for the best original acts around.
This is great place for a rock festival, but if it continues to grow at
the rate it has we will have to find
another location as soon as next
year. If this happens, expect an
announcement by April of 2008.
Q: Where is OMFG going to be
held?
A: As of this year it will be held
at 8677 Camp Road, Mount
Vernon, Ohio 43050.
Check with our site
www.myspace.com/omfgrocks
for in-detail directions.
Q: What has OMFG changed
since last year’s event and what
are you doing differently?
A: UM, besides a disco ball?
There has been an addition of a
second stage that will keep the
live music flowing nonstop. We
have had additional companies
sponsoring this and many are getting involved with the production
and promotion of this year’s
event. We are having a compilation CD made of the participating
bands that will be available
(OMFG, continued next page)

Indy Fest gears up for another solid summer lineup
through the bands as well. The
entire event has grown quite a bit
so we are beefing up security and
bringing in actual vendors as opposed to a guy and a grill. The
tickets are being sold through the
bands instead of at the gates and
the bands involvement with the
promotional aspect is more crucial
now than last year.
Q: Is there anything people can do
to help Promote this concert?
A: Yeah, hit our MySpace up and
add us as a friend
www.myspace.com/omfgrocks we
have a banner for anyone who
would like to pimp it on their
page. We have Handbills and Posters that are available by request.
Kickassrock is proud to have the
support of the fans…We do this
for you.
Q: What does OMFG Stand for?
A: ‘Laughs” not for what you
think…. The “O” stands for two
separate things… the man made
lake present on the land is affectionately called “Obulshlackey” so
there is one, the second is
“Original” “Original Music Festival Gathering” O.M.F.G. We love
the name, thought that pretty much
sums it all up.
Q: How would you describe the
event in your words?
A: A good place to lose yourself
or find yourself. It’s all up to you
and how the music effects you.
A: What does Kickassrock offer
the music community besides
OMFG?
Q: An official announcement will
be made of what Kickassrock is
and does upon its launch. Which
may be July 14th!
—Written By Paul Helms

VISIT
myspace.com/omfgrocks

Event :INDEPENDENCE FEST 07 www.myspace.com/independencefest
Hosted By: COLUMBUS PRODUCTIONS myspace.com/cbusproductions
& Rock Ohio Productions
Location: Dead Acres 13861 E Broad St, Pataskala, Ohio
www.deadacres.com rated one of the best Haunted Houses in AMERICA
Cap: 3000+ Outdoor venue
Dates: June 30th - July 1st 2007 (Rain or Shine) Gates open @ 9am on
June 30th 2007 Bands: 34 total bands on two stages Tickets: 20.00 presale
25.00 day of show - includes free camping to ticket holder Hosted by: Mistress Juliya (Hosted Uranium On FUSE) and now the host for Thrash Talk
on RawkTube
Bands: BOBAFLEX, BYZANTINE, BLACK MARKET HERO, SOULS
HARBOR, THE EVIL AROUND US, STAPLED MOUTH SHUT, SINARIA, CORRUPTION OF BLOOD, SOUL MADE VISIBLE,
COLAS OMEN, LAID TO RUIN, GARBLE JUNK, AN END TO ALL
THIS, CC MANDED, EVE OF SHADOWS (FEATURING DANNY
ZINK FROM RINGWORM), GRIPSHIFTER, HUMAN INCINERATION, CORRISIVE VENGENCE, SOURCE OF CONFLICT, AZYGOUS, TERRAFIRMA, STUDY OF REVENGE, FEAR OF WAKING,
SOUR BLOOD, ZIPPERDOWN, SOUTH GATE, BLACKENED
DAWN, HALFLIFE, TONGUE FU, ODIOUS
Names Involved: Ryan Baumgartner (Columbus Productions)
Steve Downard (Rock Ohio Productions)
Festival History: This is the third year for Independence Fest, also the 3rd
year using this venue. In the past we have worked with Guitar Center,
Budweiser, Rock Star Energy Drink, Pizza Hut, Music Go Round, Evolved
Body Art, The High Five Bar, Crash Music Records, Magnolia Thunder
Pussy Records, and ShotorNot.com. Independence Fest has hosted over 30
of the best Local, Regional. And National touring bands in the past two
years. Bands include Level-C, Odious, A Vicious Cycle , Stapled Mouth
Shut ,Azygous , Desolate Mindframe ,Shocking Jesus ,XFactor1, Metalstorm, CC Manded, V.D, A Chaotic Dream, Human Incineration, Blackened Dawn, South Gate, Eve of Shadows, Queen Annes Revenge, Study of
Revenge, Critical Hit , Last Minute Messiah, Flatline, Once Pure, Sappy
Bell, Gone Until Tomorrow, Ripcord, Torch Chamber, Raise The Red
Lantern
About the venue: Website: www.franbarpark.com www.deadacres.com
Location: 13861 E Broad St , Pataskala Ohio 43062 5 miles east of Columbus Dead Acres is best known as the legendary haunted Hoochie, a hayride
haunt turned walk-thru that originated 2 generations before current producers took the 50 acre attraction to a new level. In 1990 with new blood and a
fire for haunting the Haunted Hoochie exploded on the Columbus, Ohio
scene bringing a new concept of what a haunted attraction could be. One
of a kind gory illusions, adrenaline pumping heavy metal music, Hollywood style special effects and in your face monsters.
—Independence Fest ‘07 Information provided by Ryan Baumgartner

